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POINTING TO ONE of 18 classrooms destroyed in a blaze
at noon last Wednesday at the Cummings Street Elemen-
tary School is Mrs. Helen Hooks, the principal. Arson is
suspected in the blaze which destroyed the 68-year-old
building.
18 Classrooms Lost
In Blaze At Cummings
By PERRY WITHERS
According to Mrs.
Hooks, principal of
Elementary School
mings Street, "It
than three minutes
the entire structure
broke out."
said. The inferno in the
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CITY
EDITION
Magician Wins MVP Plan DemonstrationsAwardAt Tournament
Silent Jackie Robinson. a
senior forward- at LeMoyne-
Owen College and a former
high school star at Hamilton,
was named the Most Valua
ble Player in the Volunteer
State Athletic Conference bas
ketball tournament completed
Saturday night at Belmont
College in Nashville.
Mr. Robinson. %%ho seldom
smiles, gave off a big grin
when he stepped forward to
accept the coveted plaque.
Mr. Robinson was also
named to the All-Tournament
first team, along with his
teammate, Charles Edge, a
freshman from Detroit. Edge
had been named earlier on
the conference's Western Di-
vision first team.
Coach Jerry Johnson's Le.
Moyne-Owen Magicians won
the second place cup i
the tournament. This was
their first season as a mem- I
ber of VSAC.
A tired and weary bunch
of Magicians went on the,
floor Saturday night after
'battling to the finals over a
JACKIE ROBINSON
cheers for their sparkling play
throughout the tournament.
Mr. Robinson's total of 94'
points in the four games bra*
the tournament record of 90.
Other Magicians giving
, good accounts of themselves
were Edward Hosking, Jerry
15 c
To Get Blacks On Job
Hamilton Senior Gets
West Point Nomination
Joe L. Jeffries, 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Jeffries
of 1053 Azalia Street has been
nominated for admission to
the United States Military Aca-
demy at West Point, New York.
He holds the rank of Cadet
Captain in the ROTC program
at Hamilton High School
where he is a senior.
A candidate must take a
variety of examinations be-
fore final acceptance. Mr.
Jeffries recently returned from
Fort Camp bell, Kentucky
where he received the highst
rating in the rough physical
training test, ahead of the
other 22 candidates. He has
also passed the Civil Service
three-day period. They were 'Dover, Herbert Carter and examination. Other testsdefeated for the champion- Kenneth Petty. are to be completed this
ship by University of Tennes- The Magicians advance to month
see at Martin, 80-55. the NAIA District 24 tourna- He was voted "Mr. Dignity", and
The Magicians had reached
the finals by beating Tuscu-
lum. 97-64; upsetting favored
68- Bethel, 77-72, and halting host
year-old structure raged outHelen M.
Cummings' of control for more than an,
1037 Cum- hour.
took less,
when fire on their faces and hands
to clear Mrs. Bumpus Is Buried;
Three fireman suffered burns • •
when part of the r of collapsed
All 1200 Studpnts were trim:- on them. They: were treated W
ed quickly and quietly to the and released from Baptist
playground area. mast think- 'Hospital. Shortly after 2:00,
ing that it was just another P.M. the men and 14 pieces;
of their frequently held fire
drills. of equipment on the scene had.
ment a t F rankfort, Ky.,
March 2-3. UT-Martin is not
,a member of NAIA and can-
not compete in the tourney.
Coach Johnson's charges are
When asked to comment
Mrs. Hooks said, "I am just
happy that none of the chil-
dren were hurt.
The three-alarm blaze which
started on the top floor of the
three story building destroyed
18 classrooms and caused
the building to be declared al
total loss.
The alarm was sounded at I
about 1:00 P.M. Wednesday,1
February 18, wheii most of
the students and faculty were
having lunch in the cafeteria.
The fire started in the north
end of an old section of the
school. Mrs. Hooks said that
when she and a teacher went
to investigate the alarm, they
were met on the staircase
by flames and smoke.
"The fire appeared to have
started in the attic," , she
Student Wins
Brotherhood
Week Award
•
contained the fire.
Memphis Fire Chief Eddie,
Hamilton said that arson is
strongly suspected. Three
teenage boys, seen in the vi-
cinity at the time of the fire,
are being sought far question-
ing by the Memphis Fire De-
partment. Near the northeast
corner of the building outside,
firemen found three railroad
flares. Insides, there was the
strong odor of flares having
been fired. To date there are
no leads to the :identities of
the three suspects.
On Friday representatives
of the Memphis Area Chapter!
of the American Red Cross
were at the school distribut-
ing clothing certificates to
families whose children lost
coats in the fire.
DARLINE ROBINSON
Deworn Darlene Robinson, a
Lester High School senior and
daughter of Mrs. Olivia Ross,
• of 2857 Hale was recognized
this week as the winner of the
Memphis Round Table's an-
nual essay contest at a human
relations award dinner held at
the Holiday-Inn-Rivermont.
Darlene's essay on "Brother-
hood Begins With Respect"
was chosen as the best sub-
mitted from 18 high schools.
She received a $50.00 Savings
Bond. Anne Edgar, an East
High Student and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John P. Ed-
gar of 350 St. Andrew's Fair-
way won second place. ;
Teacher-sponsor of the es-
say contest at Lester was
Mrs. Earlene T. Holmes.
John E. Wesley is principal.
These certificates may be
redeemed at any area clothing
store for a child's top coat.
Over 250 families were
assistance through the
gram
given
pro. 
Belmont, 68-63'. in New Orleans this weekeed!
Both Mr. Edge and Mr. meeting Dillard on Thursday
Robinson won applause and and Xavier on Friday.
asActive With PTA
Funeral services for Mrs.
Georgia Marcella Bumpus,
active in Parent-Teacher or-
ganizations for a number of
years, were held on Wednes-
day, Feb. 4. at the Central
Baptist Church with the pas-
tar, the Rev. R. H. Green,
:officiating. Interment was in
the Galilee Memorial Ceme-
tery.
I A native Memphian and
former state president of the
Tennessee Congress of Color('
Parents and Teachers, 'Mrs.
Bumpus died at her home
after a brief illness.
by the senior class: and has
been a member of the senior
band for four years, playing
alto saxophone with the March-
ing band, and bassoon with
the Concert band. He is
vice-president of the Hi-Yl
club; homeroom representa-
tive to the Student Council;
Mrs. Bumpus began working
with PTA organizations in 1944,1
when she was elected fr
dent of the Porter School'
PTA and served in that office
for six years.
mate
Off-campus, he is in training
with the Police Boxing team
at Gaston Community Center;
is a member of the 4-H Club:
and is employed part-time by
Jones Big Star Supermarket.
An Explorer Scout he was a
carrier for a daily newspaper
Young Banker Is Named
To Position W
WASHINGTON, D C — E
Thomas Williams Jr., 31, has
been named a program asso-
ciate with the Urban Affairs
Committee of The American
Bankers Association, according
to Willis W. Alexander, execu-
tive vice president.
ith ABA
from Brooklyn College with a
B.A. in economics, and attend-
ed the John Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies B
in Washington.
He is married and the father
of -two daughters.
Black Bricklayers
Complain About Bias
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP said this week that
the building trades in the city
will be the next major project
for the organization.
William Smith, chairman of
the Building Trades Employ-
ment Committee, said, "We
are gravely concerned about the
traditional lack of black work-,
ers in the higher paying build-
ing trades in light of the vast
amount of proposed and in-.
progress federally financed
construction in the Memphis
area.
He said that in order t) reach
its goal, the plans of the spe-
cial committee, created for
the purpose, will include nego-
tiations injunctions and dem-
onstrations.
Action to date in this area,
member of the Check- Mr. Smith said, has included:Social Club on campus. 1. Letters to the Building
Trades Council and Asso-
ciated General Contractors
pointing out our goal of
equitable employment.
2. Visit to Memphis by the
NAACP's Field Labor Di-
rector, Grover smith who
giving assistance in for-
mulating the Branch pro-
gram to eliminate einplo-
ment discrimination in con-
struction
3 Meeting with the AFf.-
C10 executive director. Wil-
liam T. Ross who is ar-
ranging meetings with the
various Building Trades
Unions.
4. Meeting with the Gene-..:,
rat Counsel of Associated:
General Contractors, Atty.—
Marx .1. Birod.
5. After investigating the
site of Federal Post Office
construction and observing
no blacks on the job. a let- •
ter was sent to the contrac-
tors on the job indicating
what we expect regarding
minority employment from
beginning to end of con-
struction.
6. Meeting with Contract
Compliance Officer for the
Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration. and Contractors
who have been granted
the job f-)r the new runway
to be built at the Memphis
International Airport.
7. Letter to U.S. Attorney
General filing complaint
against local craft unions
'that have no blacks or
only token Negroes among
their membership (Steam
Fitters. Electricians, Plum-
bers, Sheet Metal Workers
and Iron Workers).
S. Filed complaint with
Equ .d Employment Oppor-
tunity Corn mission on he-
half of Negro bricklayers
seek iii work at Memphis
State University. where ex-
tensive construction is tin-
demay. A tour around sev-
eral of the sites revealed that
practically all Negroes on
the jobs hold laborer's po-
sitions.
ack Congresswoman
Wants Info About VA
She was later president of the area of economic develop- Congresswoman Shirley Chis- mination exist, and it wouldholm, the first black woman be most helpful if air: of you
the Bluff City PTA Council ment, specifically the credit
side of urban problems. He elected to the United States readers who have first-hand  
will work with government 10 Be Given seeking i n formation about would write me and includeHouse or Representatives is knowledge of such incidentsagencies and bank lending of-
'
Twice she served as secre- ficers to develop minority busi- problems blacks and other all the details. I need corn-tary of the National Congress
of Colored Parents and Teach-
and served as coordinator of
the West Tennessee District
of Parents a n d Teachers.
J. L. JEFFERIES
ers and was elected president
of the national organization.
She was selected to parti-
cipate in the White House
Conference on Education for
Children and Youth during
the Eisenhower Administra-
tion and attended the White
House Regional Conference
in Nashville in 1961.
Mrs. Bumpus was historian
for the Memphis Council of
Parents and Teachers and
worked as a Pink Lady for
E. H. Crump and John Gaston
MRS GEORGIA RUMPUS See Page 2
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TARGUI: BUILDING TRADES — Despite the fact that
Memphis is experiencing a building boom, blacks are
still barred froni top paying jobs in the trade, and here
Mrs. ali.xine A. Smith. executive secretary of the Mem
phis branch of the NAACP, points to sign stating that
His responsibilities will lie in
rtess lending practices.
Mr. Williams comes to the
A.B.A. from Maryland Nation-
al Bank where he was man-
ager of the Mondawmin
Branch. Earlier, he was em-
ployed by the First National
Bank of Maryland in Baltimore
as a personal sales and service
representat is C.
From 1960 to '65. Mr. Wil-
liams was associated with the
1 Peace Corps. He was a mem-
' ber of the first project of staff
positions.
Mr. Williams has graduated
M.SU building is being built with funds front U. S. De-
partment of Health and Welfare. With her are Clarence
Otis, center,7148 Ellendale rd., and Percy Ford, 1711 S.
Barksdale. two bricklayers who have filed complaints
about being denied work at the campus.
Lenten Tea
At Emmanuel
The women of Emmanuel
-Episcopal Church, 425 Cynthia
Place, will sponsor their an-
nual Lenten Tea on Sunday,
March 15, 1970, from 4:00 p.m.
to 6:00 p.m.
The theme is "Symbols of
the Christian Faith."
A musical program featur-
ing outstanding talent in the
city will be held in the sanc-,
tuary: of the church. Mrs.
'Dorris Bodden is general
chairman: the Reverend Jar-
rette C. Atkins is rector.
The public is invited to share
this special occasion with the
communicants of Emmanuel,
minorities have encountered
in dealing with the Veterans'
Administration, and she would
like to have persons write
to her at once.
In a letter to black news-
papers around the country.
Mrs. Chisholm wrote: "When
I vs as appointed to the House
Veterans' Affairs Committee,
the Chairman told me he
hoped I would be able to pro-
vide him with special help
and insight on the problems
I know about best.
"From letters and conver-
sations. I have become aware
that Black, Puerto Ricans,
Mexican-American and other
minority-group Americ ans'
have encountered serious prob-•
lems of discrimination and ,
other problems in dealing
with the Veterans' Adminis-'Foreign Policy tration and Veterans' organi-
zations. I intend to investi-gate these problems in depth.To Be Discussed "In order to do so, I will
need substantial evidence to
show that patterns of discri-
•
By Women Voters Black Knights, Inc.
The 'Provisional League of
1Women Voters of Memphis-Shel
iby County will present four
units on Foreign Polic y,
i March 2-4.
i Unit I: March 2, 7:30 P.M.
2854 Emerald St.
Mrs. Judith Presley, Hos-
tess,
Unit II: March 3, 9:30 A.M.
5503 Gwynne Rd.
Mrs. Richard Wurzburg,
Hostess
UnitIll: March 3, 7:30 P.M.
1553 Linden Ave.
Mrs. Mary Sullivan, Hos-
tess
Unit IV: March 4, 9:30 %A.
267 South Belvedere
Mrs. Helen Jahbour, hos-
tess
The League Cordially invite'
all interested people to attc:
any one of the above Units
Memphis Alumni Club
To Meet On Sunday
The regular monthly meeting
of the Memphis Alumni Club
of Leltsloyne-Owen College will
be held at 5 p.m. this Sunday.
March 1, in the Alumni Room
of the Hollis F. Price Library
l Willie T. Miles, president, said
! all alumni should he present to
hear plans for the remainder of
, the school year.
Will Meet Sunday
The Black Knights, Inc.. will
hold their monthly meeting for;
'March this Sunday. March 1,
in the rectory of St. Anthony
Catholic Church at 1100 Vollen-
tine, and the public is invited
Harrell C. Moore is the new
president of the Black Knights,
and Warren Lewis is chair-
man. Second St.
plete and factual information,
not just general and unsup-
ported charges.
"I am not able to get into
;he question ,1 di <Tim inatinn
against person: currently on
activ e rho in The Armed
Forces, since this is in thejurisdiction 1,1 ;mot 1)er Com-
mittee. of which I am not a
member.
"Neither can I offer to take
any personal actior to inter-
vene in individual cases, be-
See Page 2
ROBERT McCLAIN is leading
In the IS!) Easter Runny Con-
test, and has increased h i s
weekly sales from ton copies
per week to 2041. He has sold
990 copies of the paper since
Jan 10. Ile lives at 434 Danny
Thomas blvd.
IVY BURTON is also seeking a
prize in the Easter Bunny Con-
test this spring. He has doubl-
ed his sales from IS to 30 cop.
ies a week. He lives at 106o N.
JEROME Millington of 16344 IA-
rli t. is a Tri-State Defender
ne4vsbov in the Douglas nrIl•
munity and hopes to capture
one of the prizes in the Easter
Runny Contest. He is selling 15
copies a week.
F
2
8
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DEFENDER
MEMPHIS CO-E1TES — Will indulge in An Evening of
sparkling Enchantment" March 7, in the Camelot Room
of the Holiday Inn-Rhermont for their charity, the Unit-
ed Negro College Fund. Seated first row left to right:
'‘ariiiieUa Brandon. Cecelia Payne, Brenda Batts and Rosalyn
Wright. Second row., Wendy Cories, president, M r s.
Sports Horizon
MOUNTING MSU WOES
The Memphis State crippled
figers played North Texas State
ast week in Denton with t h e
lot shooting Joe Hamilton lead-
.ng the Eagles to a 82-70 vic-
)ry. The Tigers visited North
fexas with Don Holcomb, t h e
MSU 6-10 center, no longer eli-
;ible. However, just before the
Tigers departed sophomore
Fred Horton, who Coach M o e
ilia had planned to ro .te at
center with Pat Beveridge, de-
cided to stay home.
Horton, from Durham, N.C.,
was the leading scorer on last
year's MSU freshman t e a m.
Horton has been bothered with
a foot injury and hasn't played
up to his expected form. T h e
Tigers, winners of only o n e
Missouri VVallev contest, have
been under considerable press-
ure from fans and Coach lba
Horton resented Coach Iba yell-
ing at him and accusing him
of being less than enthusiastic
in a practice session last week.
Horton was very upset over the
matter but left the chennels of
communication open to talk the,
situation over With Coa ch'
Ma so that he might return to
action this week against Brad-
ley on Thursday night and St.
Louis Saturday night in t h e
Mid-South Coliseum.
NEUMANN RETU NRRS
Dis?por•inte'' over the !act
that he is playing less, Horton
w.1 it sire lor he wan ec.
to return to action with MSU
for its remaining games. Hor-
ton wasn't sure whether he
w.:nted to return to action with
MSU for its remaining games.
H3rten st ted that it appears
Donnell Cobbins, Advisor, Miss Carol Thompson, Advisor:
Janice Walker and Theresa Shackelford. Standing: Gail
Gossett, Rhonda Steinberg, Othella Marie Sawyer, Willa
Mathews, Ethel Marie Sengstacke. Michelle Peacock, Par-
is Brown and Charlotte Bynum. Miss Erma Lee Laws is
Sponsor of the Memphis Chapter Co-Ette Club. Inc.
Ole Miss. Neumann drew an au-
tomatic suspension for missing
a practice session. Neumann,
who with MSU freshman sensa-
tion Larry Finch from Melrose,
were two of the most sought
after players in the Mid-South
after last season. Neumann, a
highly emotional eager sporting
a 40.7 average with the 0 I e
Miss freshmen, like Horton
eats, sleeps and reall,- would he
lost without a basketball. Neu-
mann has been reinstated and
hopes to iron out his personal
problems.
SOUTHWESTERM TITLE
FTC HT
didn't plan to drop out of The basketball championship
school. in the STAC was very much in to: Veterans' Res
earch Pro-
This writer feels that Horton doubt right down to the last ject. Congresswoman 
Shirley, UNDER 18 NOT
will return t3 action after a night of the season last week. 
PLUS
conference with Coach lba. Hor- Gramhling were in the thick of 
Chisholm. Room 1108 LHOP,
ton, like so many highly tout- the fight. It appears that Jack
- 
Washington. D. C., 20515.
ed recruits are just not use to son State's sw—ossful face-o f f
sitting on the bench. The situa- last Saturday night iwth Alcor
n .  Bumpus
tion at MSU, with many calling in Jackson, Mississippi enable
d. Mrs.
the 'Nen to clinch at least a Continued From Page i
share of the championship. JSC
'champs, 88-87 while the other ;Hospitals and was a 
member
contender Grambling was shel-J of the Volunteer H
ospital
lacking, archrival Southern 97-78 Service, and served on 
the
in Baton Rouge. Both Gramb- 'advisory committee of 
the
ling and Jackson ore probably American Cancer Society.
in line for postseason tourneys.
Former Carver cJach L. r 
At Central Baptist Church.
Woman
Zetas Will Be Active
I During 'Golden' Year
This year, Zeta Phi Beta'
Sorority, is celebrating its 30th
Anniversary. The biggest fea-
ture of the year wil! he the
50th Anniversary ikule, held
August 2 - 7th, MO, at Shore-
ham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
The year's activities relate
to Oa, '69 -'70 theme, which is
'Meeting Human Nods
Through Designing and De-
veloping Methods of linproving
the Delivery of Effntive Sery-
ices.'.
Ir keeping with kha theme of
the year, Soror Janice Gantt
disscer, of Philadelphia, Pen-
nsylvania, Third tntiEasileus
of 'it.eta Phi Beta Soroi.:ty, And
Sorer La Paula turner, Na-
tional Undergraduate-At-Large,
will conduct their National Un-
dergraduate Workshop, which
will be held Febriary 27, -
March 1, 1970, at National
Headquarters, 1734 New Hamp-
shire Ave. N. W.
To begin workshop activities,.
a group of undergraduates will
I visit Congress to witness the
t. DAISY
NOW SHOWING
99
WOMEN
A CommmleseA wee Cormeol Prescoutoto
Fria
CHELL
1111•rced.s
PAcCAMBRIDGE
ittiClaZ Z I
Herbert
issa9M
Governor
WHISPER
to your
friends
you
saw it!
for Iba's scalp, is at best very
critical. Already 6-7 forward
Gene Pendarvis quit the team
and went home to Brooklyn. He
saw very little servire for the
Tigers.
The Hor.on inoident c .1 m e
right on the heels of the set-
tling of differences that caused
last year's ?CAA scoring chain—
pion Johnny Neumann to leave
READ MY STRANGE BUT TRUE STORY
My name is Alford Price
9354 So, Lowe Ave. Chicago, HI.
Take a good look at my pic-
ture. I am telling my story, about
how I suffered for over 12 years,
to show my gratitude to Faith
Temple Church and Rev. Costonie.
In 1938 a strange sickness started
changing my skin. It began to
spread over mv body and face.
Sores began to breakout and! be-
gan to itch so bad 1 would scratch
until I pled. Holes came in my
neck and the back of my herd.
I was in such agony I couldn't ,
sleep at night. My mother told Me AL
about Rev. Costonie and carried me to see him.
My face looked like it had been burned. And my Min looked like
lizard skin. Rev. Cononie prayed for me and gave me a prayer
cloth and in three days, the change began.
My skin began to heal. Remember, in the 12 yrs. of suffering. I
went to specialists, hospitals, doctors, clinics. No one helped me. 1
grew worm.
Rev. Costonie prayed for me every day. And after three weeks of
prayer, gay skin is clearing up, and Jam well.
Write to Rev. Commie, 927E. 47th Sr, Chicago.
Let him send you a blessed prayer cloth, the are free. Or call Mm
for an appointment. WA 4 - 4969.
RICE
FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET Chicago, ilinois 60633
Looking For A Solid nosiness Opportunity&
Look No Further...
Hon'', Fluff Donut Co., Int
OFFERS
An opportunity for your fins odd indopendlefild
A proven concept and system of profits In a
growing market!
Harlow's has twenty donut shops In operation
with many more planned. We merchandise
over 50 varieties of donuts--successfully
and profitably.
If you have—
A strong desire to be In business for your-
self—without being by yourself—
A strong desire to be financially Independ-
gent—
A strong desire to merdtendise a quality
product with high customer swept-
once and satisfaction
If you went—
To be' part or a growing system with a
proven record and have $12,000.00
available to invert in your oonvie-
tions—
Write or Call:
Franchise Sales Department
Harlow's Honey Fluff Donut Co., Inc.
1319 Clementine DrIve—(901) 774-12911
Memphis, Tennessee 38101
Gordon in his first season a s
head coach at Texas Southern
in Houston had a rebuilding
year but TSU had a big hand
in a spoiler's role. Texas South-
ern downed Alcorn early in the
season in a big upset in Hous-
ton and two weeks ago TSU
staged another shocker by up-
ending high riding JSC 80-78.
Bob Pittman and J o e Blake,
two former Carver stars, saw
considerable action for TSU.
Gordon is hopeful are recruit-
ing some of the blue chippers
in this area to, make T S U
a contender next sessot Gor-
don hopes he can sign Willie
Bliss. one of the state's t o p
scorers at Mt. Pisgah.
Continued From Page 1
cause my office staff is al-
ready working at a level great-
er than its capacity to assist
the residents of my own Con-
gressional District in Brooklyn!
For the same reason, I can-1
not undert ike to answer thei
letters I hope to receive." I
she wrote.
All letters on the requested,
subject should be addressed ,
she worked with e young
people, was a Sunday School
teacher and sung in the choir.
She is survivved by her
husband. P. M. Rumpus:
three sons. Edward. George
and James Rumpus: and six-
daughters, Mrs. Pearl Reed.
Mrs. .1 u ne Woodruff and
Mrs. Alma Kelley. of Detroit;
Mrs. Almeda Lowe. Mrs. Lynn
Dandridge. and Mrs. Carolyn
Currie of Milwaukee: a sister,
Mrs. Susie Hayes, Chicago;
a brother. the Rev. W. P. Hayes
of Memphis, and nine grand-
children.
Southern Funeral Home was
in charge of the services.
SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is en• of the outstond
ingoutomobtl calesmen
in he Memphis ore.. Neiturolly, h.'s at U
,,on Gag,
roles. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an 
outstand-
ing selection of fine new and used cars 
and trucks.
H. con be of great help in assisting and 
advising
you on finencing, See Tommy Grant... 
maks a No.
• Buy en America's Ne. 1 Cog -- 
Chevrolet at Union.
;TA filmAR
1.3611
C HEVRO
Duffy
James Coburn James Mason
James fes StIS.01.11,1h VO/ I.
Voting Rights Bill acted upon
at 10 a.m. February 27th.
Durin& the program Saturday,
representatives from the March
of Dimes will introdece the
latest project of the Zeta Un-
dergraduates, concerning
"Birth Defects". Thu is the
first such project und,2ttaken
by young black women in the
courtry.
Sorors Kissner and Tu:ner
are expecting the presense of
one of two hundred undergrad
:mites, representing chapters
from all parts of the ecrintry,
for the workshop and Int:-,doc-
tion cf the project.
_
SATIVIIPAY, fgkARY 28, 1970
CITED FOR LEADERSHIP — Santuel C. Jackson, left,
Assistant Secretary of the U. S. Department of Housing
nnd Urban Development, receives a citation for outstand-
ing leadership from Bishop George W. Babe of the Afri•
can Methodist Episcopal Church. The occasion was the
annual Founders' Day banquet of the church held on
Feb. 1, at the Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington, D. ('.
LOEB'S
TENNESSEE PIT 11AR-11-4)
Coupons Redeemable
at all Loeb Drive-ins!
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PLANNING FOR SUMMER — Making plans for a second
Summer Youth Employment Program for disadvantaged
young people are, from hilt, Robert Atkins of the Memphis
Area Chamber of Commerce staff; Fred Koch, chairman
of Memphis Employers' Merit Employment Association;
DEFENDER
S. VI. Fry, National Alliance of Businessen metro chair.
man; Thoma% skinner, chairman of MEA solicitation corn•
mittee, and John T. Fisher, chairman of Memphis Man-
power Commission.
Lane College Set For Few Brave Weather
88th Founder's Day For Campus Program
Lane College will observe the Bachelor of Arts degree
its 88th Founder's Day Cele- in 1939 from Lane College,
bration Sunday, March 1, Jackson, Tennessee, graduat-
1970. The 5 p.m. program ing sumnia cum laude with a
will be held at the college major in social sciences. He
chapel. received t he Master of Arts
Dr. Walter R. Hazzard, pres_ degree with high honor from
ident of Philander Smith Col_ the Crozer Theological Semi-
lege, Little Rock, Arkansas. nary at Chest, Pennsylvania,
will be the guest speaker. in 194.5. He graduated from
Temple University at Phila-
delphia with distinction and
doctor of Social Theologying as district superintendent the degree.of the South District of the
Philadelphia Conference of He and his wife, Alexina A.
the United Methodist Church. Hazzard, have three children:
Dr. Hazzard was born in Walter R.. Jr.. Alexina E. and
Gaits. Maryland, and attended Lois A. Hazzard, Walter. Jr.
the public schools of Wilming- is a professional basketball
ton, Delaware, and Chester-. player w it h the Atlanta
town. Maryland He received; Hawks.
— -
Before assuming the presi-
dency, Dr. Hazzard was serv-
Blacks Are Not Ready
Annual Alumni Sunday at
LeMoyne-Owen College went
off as planned at 5 p.m.,
February 15, but only a few
brave souls made it to the
campus to participate in the
event.
Page 3
Randy Cox and Connie Dicker- 
Mrson. 
 
Marshcll
Before I close, this is just a
came out to be growing go; Is Honored Bybrief from whispering lips that
sip saying, "Did You Kno..,
S.W. who is that certain
HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL etta Harris, Florise Franklin, S.F. is out to get Dl.., but 
50th Ward Clubyoung man in your life?
Hamilton High
News
This is Trezette Tate back
again to rely on you to justify
all the happenings a r ound
Hamilton High.
This week a spe. cial salute is
given to our 1969-70 "class -rali-
dictorian," Gloria Smith of 12-12
homeroom. Gloria has an "A-"
average a n d is majoring in
mathematics and Science. She
has maintained an A- averge
from her junior high years. Her
favorite subjects are Mathemat
ics, and Science.
On campus she is a member
of the Debutante Society, the
National Honor Society, Science
Club. R.O.T.C. Sponsor, a n d
Quiz'em on the Air Team. She
resides with her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Lee Smith, , at
1446 Gold, and attends Progres-
sive Baptist Church. Her leis-
ure time is taken up by such
hobbies dancing, writing,
and composing. After gradua-
tion she plans to attend either
the University of Tusla or Vir-
ginia Union University.
, Other Students ranking high
lin the top 14 with "A" averages
are:
Alumni Club, stated the oc-
casion; Dr. James S. Byas
rendered a violin solo, and
Mrs. Lanetha C. Branch wasl
a featured soloist. Leon Davis!
presented the speaker.
Dr. and Mrs. Hollis. F. Price:It rained an it was cold, 
of Le Moyne-Owe n were theso cold that ice formed on honored guests.trees and other objects. It
was a day for the fireside, at LeRoy N an Johnson. the
home, chairman, put in hours of
hard work planning .the af-t
But, those who made it to fair. His general committeel
the Little Theatre in the Stu-, consisted of T. R. McLemore,
dent Center enjoyed the pro-1 co-chairman; M r. Mil es.
gram and were simulated by! Robert Ratcliffe, Miss Eunice
the Hamilton High School Carruthers. James Cowan,
Senior Choir, which came in, Mrs. Susie Hightower and
full force, and was directed 'Mrs. Mildred Hodges.by Mrs. Lulah M. Hedgeman. Hostesses were Mrs.
— A thought
-provoking address Miles and Mrs. Minnie
I was given by a successful' Mrs. Ann L. Weathers
!alumnus of LeMoyne-Owen. charge of the reception
Joseph Westbrook, a super-
I visor of secondary education:
To Share Political Pie for the Memphis Board of Edu-, cation.
Willie
TUSK E G EE INSTITUTE.i remain black, not from a racist
Ala. —Mayor CharlesEvers ofl standpoint, but from a neces-
Fayette, Miss.. told an integrat- sity standpoint. I believe in be.
ed audience at Tuskegee Insti- ing fair, but it is hard to be
tute Sunday night "dont't start fair about something I haven't
sharing nothing until you get gotten yet."
something." Evers cautioned black elect-_
Evers, brother of slain civil ed o f f icials against turn.;
rights leader Medgar Evers, ing "white on us." T hen he
called for the election of more singled out former CORE Di-
black officials in predominant- rector James Farmer, as not
lv Negro Macon County. "We representing the people in his
need to get all the black folk current position with the De-
we can elected," Evers insist-'partment of Health, Education
ed.
"We got to get inside a n d
then we can turn it inside out
and show what's been going on Then Evers continued: "Our
in there." he said about blacks worst enemy is another black
being elected to city and coun- man that ain't for us. We can
ty governments. "Don't be fool- handle the white f olk s. We
ed." Evers said in a special know everything they plan to
note to the adults present. do before they do it," he con-
"We ain't old enough to share tinned. But he said "our folk'
nothing yet. Let's get it a II are the ones we got to learn."
first," 'Evers explained. "Let Discussing his dismissal of an
us prove to white America and interracial couple, in Fayette,
white Macon County that we Miss., Evers said "t h e y
can do it. But if you share it," wouldn't have lived one nightj
Evers said, "you won't prove to enjoy it." He said he wouldI
anything." do it again if he had to because'
Outlining his position in call- he thought the decision was
ing for more black elected "safe and best for his town.'
officials in Macon C o u n.t y, "It's up to the Mayor to make
Evers explained: "What we decisions that are not always
have to do in this country is popular," he pointed out.
and Welfare. "He is up there
doing his own thing," Evers
said about James Farmer.
_a
TOTAL
WHAT HEATING & AIR CONDITIONSERVICE
INCLUDES LABOR MID PARTS
WHEN
WHY
Before or After Factory
First Year Warranty
To Eliminate
Unexpected Repair Costs
WHO CONTRACTING AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE COMPANY
Call: Jack Baker
Contract Air Conditioning
Service, Inc.
5170 Tchulahoma Rd. 363-7271
T. Miles, president
of the sponsoring Memphis
Buy
Savings
Bonds
Rachel
Logan.
was in
2. Frankie Butler
3. Valeria Phillips
4. Sylvia Wallace
5. Jennifer Jones
6. Vanesse Thomas
7. Laura Houston
8. Beverly McDonald
9. Jewell Adams
10. James Cartwright
11, Ruth Bowles
12. Cornelia Flowers
13. Shepperson Wilburn
19. Michael Carter
The basketball team did their
"thang" at Messick defeating'
them with the score of 106 to
75, but on Friday Feb. 13, they
lost victory to Washington with
the score of 70 to our 60.
Of course, our high-point men
were Ellis Aldridge Hubert
flowers, Client Jackson, Rob-
ert Newman, Marcellps Tisdalo
Eddie Bailey, Manque Whit*'!'
and Author Faulkner.
Some of the "groovers" seen
doing their "out- of-sight thang'
are Maurice Burnett, Constance
'Hunt. Vaneese Thomai, Regi-
nald Ingram, Kay Miller. Doro-
thy Hoof, Donna Murphy, Wil-
lie Hughes, Eric Horton. Ron-
aid Hill. Willie Smith. Gail Sig-
gers, Shelia Mitchell, Bonita
I Chandler, Renee Powell. Don-
aid Earnest, Peggy Barber,
Agnes Blackmon, Fred rick
I Neol. Gladyc Kirkland. Bern-
Orland& Franklin, Shirle y;
Jones, Patricia Ford, M a r
Hawkins, Jo Ann Tucker, Lou-I
isa Hibler, Christine Bell, Paula
Gray, Dianne Glasper, Gwen;
Mosby, Connie Johnson, Jonnry!
Collins. Hazel Scott, and Mo.'
lison Robinson.
Models and mouieletts cruis:
ing down neat street wearing
the latest fashions, but ready
to bring in the spring fad,
such as the nod-way-out Look
are Carmen Tinsley, Corlis
Ratliff, Joyce Burns, Charlette
Faulkner, Robert Montgomery,
Michael Ford, Michael Higgins,
Vela Bridges, Jerome Hines,
Shirley Cobb. Sharah Welch.
Deborah Johnson, Carlotta Lar-
ry, Cheryl Payne, R o ber t
Pierce, Cornell Watkins, Karen
Seymour, Michael Bernard.
David Lee, Jerry Williams.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic GOWN
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. SA 7-9320
Moraphis, Tomes see
'YOUR Company Memo Whet Yoe Atk For And
Croon Whet You Think or
You need a friend now.
They're all so faraway.
Call, get tender comfort
cause it been a long hard day.
Dial your loyins phone calls when long distance rates are low..
tonight and all weekend long.
South Central Bel
she has her eyes on P.1'.
Denise Flowers who is that
certain young m a n in 12-12 1
homeroom you adore?
Two females C.A. and M.G.
are playing musical tunes with
certain members of the Bar-
Kays.
D.M. are you still crazy about!
JR.?
Leola Curtis and Samuel Han-
nah are "Pouring It Out.''
Elise Flowers has a new
main squeeze by the name of
James Petoes.
Joyce Cowan and Booker T.
Boyd are "Always Together."
R.P. you better get h i p to
C R.!
C.A. better be true to V.
from M.S.C., and so should ;
B to R R
At a regular meeting of the
50th Ward Civic Club last week,
Charles Marshall was named
"Mr. 50th Ward."
On t he program, speaking
about what Mr. Marshall's life
meant to them were Rev. N.
Frison, City Councilman James
Netters. Mrs. Annie Johnson,
Mrs. Georgia Patterson, E d-
ward Gaskin and others.
Mr. Marshall's gifts included
clothing, gifts of money, and
flowers to his wife, who was
sharing the honor with him.
Mrs. Ellen Pete, the mistress
of ceremonies, was introduced
by Mrs. Shirley Jones.
The honoree expressed his ap-
preciation to the club for the
; Until Next week . . .Good- honor.
. . . .
bye . . .Stay Cool and Follow; John Coleman is preside&
the Safety Rules ! the club.
TO 'EMINENT
TAXPAYERS
You are advised that after February 1,1970 additional penalties
and costs will be imposed in consequence of suits to be filed
for enforcement of the lien for taxes against land; until the
filing of such suits, taxes may be paid at my office.
RILEY C. GARNER,
COUNTY TRUSTEE
1968 Shelby County Realty Tax
,' Page
1 Mrs Senior Bishop To Speak
The Men of St. James AME
Church at 600 N. Fourth at.
will observe annual Men's Day
on Sunday, March 1.
Speaking at both the morning
and evening services will be
Bishop D. Ward Nicholas, sen-
ior bishop of the African Metho-
dist Episcopal Church, now
, serving as presiding bishop of
the 12th Episcopal District com-;
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'IMPARTING NEWS' was the topic of
speech given to the South Memphis Public
Relations and Social Concerns Board of the
CME Church by Nat D. Williams, and he is
seen here with members of the grou p.
From left are Mrs. Mae Massey, the Rev.
J. D. Atwater, pastor of Greenwood CME
Educator Named
Woman Of Year
Hunter College e:ementary
school principal Edith V. Scott,
has been named "Woman of
the Year" by Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, an international as-
sociation predominantly com-
posed of black women in edu-
cation and related fields.
Mrs. Scott, who was also
named "Zeta of the Year,"
was chosen by the six New
York area chapters oi the sor-
ority because of her outstand-
ing contributions to education
and community services. She
will receive two plaques at
the society's 50th anniversnry
luncheon on Saturday, Feb. 21,
in the Grand Ballroom of the
New York Hilton Hotel,
Zeta Phil Beta, whose ori-
gina! aim was prevention of
juvenile delinquency, is now
activt in tutorial programs
and programs for the cultur-
ally disadvantaged child.
Church; Mrs. Paul Fowlkes, chairman of
the board; Mr. Williams, Mrs. Ray•
chelle Carhee, director of the District Board
of Public Relations; Mrs. Estella Nevilles,
assistant secretary; Mrs. Winnie Hernes,
and Mrs. Alma Luper, secretary of the
board.
Newsman Is Speaker
For CME Church Group
Nathaniel D. Williams, well-
known historian and educator,
was guest speaker on Satur-
day, Feb. 7 fur the C.M.E.
church South Memphis District
Public Relations and Social
Concerns Board which begun
under the leadersahip of the
past presiding elder, the Rev.
N. Charles Thomas.
The meeting was held in the
home of Mrs. Alma Luper of
1373 Gleason ave. at 6:30 p.m.
the Public Relations board
is having a series of speakers
for an in-service  _ workshop
for the board members. Nat
D. Williams represented the
Tri-State Defender newspaper
as their first guest speaker.
Spe akin g on "Imparting
News," Mr. Williams began
by giving the purpose of speak-
ing: First, to inform, to in-
spire, to entertain and to de-
tain. He stresses that reli-
prising Arkansas and
homa.
He is an officer of the Na-
tional Council of Churchmens
and serves as a counselor and
chaplain at Shorter College in
Little Rock. Ark
Afternoon services will start
at 330 p.m.
The Rev. H. L. Starks is pas-
tor of St. James AME Church.
LI.
DEFENDER
,AME Missionary
ma-institute Meets
The South Memphis District
Missionary Institute met on
Feb. 9 at the Allen Chapel
AME Church, and the devotion
was led by the Rev. Mrs. M.
V. Reed. The lesson was pre-
sented by Mrs. Sarah Walker.
A large number were pre-
sent for the meeting.
Bourbon Drinkers...
your time has come.
Kentucky Tavern offers you
an outstanding new value.
Still the same fine tradition.
Still the same 8 year old quality.
The only difference is the...
well, let your retailer tell you
all about it.
...•••••••••.
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THE FUN IS SAVING AT WOOLCOI
Kitchen Gadgets
Galore!
n
for1
Compare at $1 ea.
. Cutting Board . Set of 3 Mixing Spoons
• Butter Slicer . Set of 4 Steak Knives Revolving Cup Rack
. Straw-ware . Plus huneeds of others
SAY 4 • "
YOUR
CHOICE
compare to 1.99
46 Quart Basket
. Round Bushel Basket
. Oval Laundry Basket
.48 Quart Waste Basket .32 Qt. Flip-Top Basket
.32 Qt. Spring-Top Basket .48 Qt. Floral Basket
48 Qt. Spring-Top Basket
Extra Large Laundry Basket
EASTGATE UNTRUE GATEWAY MALL
110. Part Ave. HISS 14. Third hokum his,
STORE HOURS: 11 A.M. d 111S PAL ONLY, CLOSED SUNDAYS.
gious publicity is very vital
to the churches growth. He
pointed out the churches should
use all news media: Radio,
TV., newspapers, church or-
gans, working directly in the
church with young people as
a Sunday School teacher, Mr.
Williams has found out, first
hand how important it is to
the young black people their
concern about church religion
and whether they should stay
with the standard or tradi-
tional churches.
He says that within our
churches, we should have train-
ed and dedicated teachers to
teach our young people. It is
the religious institutions that
has brought us so far and our
churches should strive to sell
and instill their denomina-
tion to its young people.
Historically, he pointed out
that studying church history,
the C.M.E. church has the
best authenticated record of
organization. He also said
that the most authorative Ne-
gro history has been written
by the Jews, mainly, because
they had the money to do the
research. "Black History
should be a reminder to pre-
sent day Negroes that they
are not the only Negroes that
fought back and that black
people should have a con-
science that they can live with,
which must be relevant to our
every day life" and he states,
do not feel that the role of the
black church is over.
-
He reminded us that we can
further communicate with our
young people by encouraging
them to work in church
through, p e rhaps, showing
church related movies at the
night service which also serves
to increase night attendance
of our church worship.
He closed by saying, "We
are now living in a "Looking,
Ind listening generation."
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Church Women United
Plan Prayer Services
Church Women United in
Memphis and Shelby County
will join millions of people
on March 6, 1970, in a bond
of prayer spanning six 'conti-
nents. Prayers will be offer-
ed in 75 languages and a thou-
sand dialects in over 25,000
communities.
Mrs. Robert Y. Horton gen-
eral chairman of the day in
Memphis, has announced
that observances will be held
in 23 churches and institutions
at 10:30 a.m, and in 5 churches
at 7:30 p.m.
Morning services will be
held at First United Lutheran,
1542 Jackson; Piperton United
Methodist, Collierville; Ellen-
dale United Methodist; St.
Paul's Episcopal, 1635 Georgian
Dr.; Assembly of God, Milling-
ton; Pleasant Ridge United
Methodist; Whitehaven Presby-
terian; Colonial Park United
Methodist, 5330 Park; Ger-
mantown United Methodist;
Greek Orthodox • Annunciation,
573 H. Highland; kirk's Chris-
tian, Collierville; Christ Church
Presbyterian, 4748 Winchester
Rd; Raleigh United Meth-
odist Providence A.M.E., 384
Decatur; Grace St. Luke's
Episcopal, 1720 Peabody; Cal-
vary
-Longview United Meth-
odist, 2041 S. Lauderdale St.,
St. Louis Catholic, 203 S. White
Station Rd.; Ascension Luthe-
ran, 961 Getwell Rd.
Calvary Episcopal, 102 North
Second will hold their obser-
vance during the noon Lenten
Service. St. Mary's Episcopal
School will hold their obser-
vance for student and faculty
and the V. A. Hospital will
have a radio service for pa-
tients.
Evening services will be
held at St. Paul's Episcopal
Church, 163.5 Georgian Dr.;
Colonial Park United Meth-
odist, 5330 Park Ave., Martin
Memorial Temple C.M.E., 65
S. Parkway W.; Greer Chapel,
A.M.E., 1480 Ash.
Richard Allen District Youth
Group will hold a youth serv-
ice at St. Andrews A.M.E.
Church, 867 S. Parkway E.
A service for Downtown
churches will be held at 10:30
at Ben Lear Citadel 787 Ala-
bama, and will feature Mrs.
Wells Awsumb, Mrs. Richard
Wurtzburg and Mrs. Ben
Hooks. .
The theme for World Day of
Prayer this year is "Take
Courage" and was developed
by a housewife from Egypt, a
social worker from the Philip-
pines and a woman from the
U.S.A. Mrs. W. B. Brooks
is president of the local organi-
gation.
Founders' Day
Is Celebrated
Grant Elementary School's
Parent-Teacher Association ob-
served Founder's Day last Sun-
day at 3 p.m.
The guest speaker was Miss
Harry Mae Simon, principal of
Magnolia Elementary School.
Mrs. Lucy Gholston was
chairman of the observance.
Mrs. Jane Engleberg is presi-
dent of the PTA.
Ernest Abron is principal of
Grant Elementary School.
Church Party Honors
Mrs. Frances Flagg
A surprise testimonial birth-
day party was given recently
for Mrs. Frances K. Flagg by
her church.
The setting for the affair was
the dining hall of the Temple
Church of God in Christ, of
which Elder J. E. Booker is
the minister.
Mrs. Flagg is a very dedi-
cated worker at her church.
She serves as youth director
and works in many other areas.
She is a second grade teacher
at the Riverview Elementary
School and a member of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority.
Among those paying special
tribute to the honoree were
Mrs. Deborah Patterson, Mrs.
Charle P. Roland, Mrs. Julia
Atkins, Mrs. Mary L. Robinson,
Mrs. Rosa L Wilson, Mrs. Al-
ma Johnson, Mrs. Mina Clay-
borne, Elder J.E. Booker, Eld-
er Alvin Williams, Robert White
and Mrs. Pearl Hines.
Mrs. Mildred Coleman served
as toastmistress. Mrs. Daisy
Jones was the ho tess in
charge, with other hostesses
Mrs. Juanita Williams, Mrs.
Mary Murrell, Miss Celestine
i Staples, Miss Patricia Williams
and Miss Deborah Stanton.
Among the special guests pre-
sent were M r s. Mariedelle
Adams, Mrs. Mary Perkins,
Mrs. Erma Jacox, Mrs. Ernes-
tine Cunningham, Mrs. Rosa
Sias, Miss Helene Jasper and
Mrs. Eleanor Currie.
Also Mrs. Ida Flythe, Mrs.
Luada Buckner, Mrs. HeIen
Turner, Miss Rosella W a r d,
Mrs. Blanch Kimball, M r s.
Katherine Taylor, Mrs. Dorothy
Russell, Miss E. Russell, Mrs.
Verda Pleas, Mr. and M r s.
James Poindexter, Mrs. Shirley
Smith and Elder and Mrs. E.
Petty.
MRS. FRANCES FLAGG
rIMIN111111111111 
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CENSUS BUREAU DISPLAY — Dr. John Satterwhite,
professor of theology at Wesley Seminary, Washington, D.
C., and Mrs. Nampeo McKenney, center, Census Bureau,
looks on as Mrs. Virginia Williams, Census Bureau, dis-
Methodists Challenged
To Christian Action
KANSAS CITY, Kansas —
Black Methodists for Church
Renewal (BMCR) heard its
chairman, the Rev. James M.
Lawson, Memphis, Tenn., urge
them to become the black men
and women that they sought to
become with the origin of the
organization three years ago as
an "agitating conscience" with-
in the United Methodist Church.
Saying "that we are no long-
er boys and girls and that we
must help each other to be men
and wqmen at any cost," the
civil rights leader urged the
catalytic group to do this im-
mediately.
Centering his speech around
the theme, "Our Purpose a n d
1INCHESTER '73"
JAMES STEWART * SHELLY WINTERS
DAN DURYEA * STEPHEN Mc NALLY
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plays census materials and literature presented at thejoint meeting of the AME Zion Laymen's and Ministers'
Association and the Board of Bishops held Jan. 7-10 at the
First AME Zion Church in Los Angeles, Calif.
Style of Mission for the 70's,"
Rev. Lawson attached the idea
of tokenism within the 11-mil-
lion member church. He said
the day has gone when a black
person will allow himself to be
placed in a position of "author-
ity" merely to satisfy black
patrons and constituents. He
said that this was not only un-
acceptable to blacks for rea-
sons of tokenism but also the
iloss it breeds to individuality.
He said such an approach de-
stroys one's personal drives and
concerns.
AME Zion Bishops Back Census
Of Black Population In 1970
Bishops of the African Metho-
dist Episcopal (A.M.E.Z.)
Church unanimously endorsed
the 1970 Census of Population
and Housing at a meeting in
Los Angeles, the Bureau of the
Census, U.S. ,Department of
Commerce reports
In taking the a ctio n, the
bishops also pledged to help the
Bureau obtain an accurate
count of the black population in
the United States in the census
to be taken as of April 1.
The bishops voted their en-
dorsement after hearing from
two Bureau officials, Mrs. Nam-
peo McKenney, assistant branch
chief, and Mrs. Virginia Wil-
liams, both of the Ethnic Orig-
ins Branch of the Bureau's
Population Division. The ladies
were invited to the meeting by
Bishop Stephen Spottswood,
president of the church's Board
of Bishops.
The joint meeting of the Lay-
men's and Ministers Associa-
tion and the Board of Bishops
was held from January 7-10 at
the First A.M.E. Zion Church
of Los Angeles.
At the meeting, the Bureau
r3:111°M5:5•M"
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We specialize in a money raising plan
for churches,,schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy, handsome profit.
Independent Candy Co.
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Roy Wad
Now Nam Detector at WDIA
Roy West a native of Tupelo Okla. is now
News Director of Radio Station WDIA,
becoming the first Black News Director
in Memphis. West heads a staff of four
newsmen and has complete responsibility
for all news coverage as well as special
community interest programs such as
Tri-Log.
West is 30 years old, married and the fa-
ther of a two year old daughter. He is a
graduate of the University of Oklahoma
and is currently writing a book and occa-
sionally special articles for national news
media. He has also appeared as an actor in
several small parts on Broadway.
West's Radio background includes work
at WLIB, New York, WINS, New York's
all news station and as News Director
with WNJR in Newark, N.Y. from where
he came to WDIA replacing Robert
Richards. Richards remains with the Sond-
erling chain, which owns WDIA, as an
editoral writer.
 •
representatives stressed the im-
portance to any community of
getting a complete and accura-
ate count of the population. Ap-
portionmen of political power
as well as distribution of cer-
tain Federal and local t a x
monies are based upon official
population counts, they pointed
out. Thus, it is to everyone's
own self- interest to be certain
that he is included in the cen-
sus.
In addition to endorsing the
Brotherhood Day
At St Stephen•
Annual Brotherhood Day will
be observed at St. Stephen
Baptist Church at 508 N. Third
st., on next Sunday, March 1
The speaker for the 33rd an-
nual observance of Brotherhood
Day at 3 p.m. will be the Rev.
Mose Pleasure, pastor of Mace
donia Baptist Church. The pub-
lie is invited.
The Rev. O.C. Crivins is pas-
tor of St. Stephen.
census, each of the 12 bishops
agreed to write letters to mini-,
sters in his episcopacy urging
cooperate with the census, to
distrbute supportng publicity
material, and to help re-
cruit black workers needed to
help take the censu s. The
Bureau will, concurrently, furn-
ish ministers with appropriate
material for distribution.
Each minister in the A.M.E.Z
Church will acquaint his cong-
regation with the 1970 cens4s
program sometime during trw
month of March. The ministers
will be asked to inform the con-
gregation concerning the bene-
fits to be derived from an ac-
curate count, to encourage the
congregation to fill out the
census forms, and to apply for
positions with the census local
staff.
The participation of the Cen-
sus Bureau in the A.M.E.Z. con-
ference is part of an intensive
effort to enlist the aid of na-
tional black organizations in ob-
taining a better enumeration of
the black population in 1970.
GRIGGS
BUSINESS COLLEGE
SINCE 1916
Accounting-Secretarial
Executive Secretarial
Business Administration
Refresher Course in
Typing and Slorthand
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
VETERANS ACCEPTED-
STUDENT LOANS AVAILABLE
Call or Write Rev. C.J.GASTON.DIRECTOR
492 Vniiee Aventie-Ph.527-4917
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Eak•d In Memphis by Memphlans
 rushed rushed dally to your big
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,maximum frirshn•ss.
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Hamburger
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pkg.
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3511 PARK 3384 N THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
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He Stood For Peace, Justice
Bertrand Russell, who died recently
at the age of 97, was not only concerned
Nith pttilosophy and mathematics, he
ieveloped in his later years an absorb-
ng passion for peace and social justice.
3ecaugg -of his unflagging preoccupation
Nith problems that are interwoven with
.he maladive conditions of our contem-
wrary-society, he was regarded in some
quarters' as a philosopher who long ago
nad lost his equilibrium and sense of
perspective.
As a matter of record, Russell
abandoned philosophical speculations
and abstract mathematical theories in
order to better apply his resilient intel-
lect on the means of finding a practical
solution to the recurrent problems with
which the world is afflicted.
Unlike other British noblemen who
sought to preserve the British empire
by sulgirgation of the less powerful peo-
ples aid. states, Russell was uncompro-
misinw his opposition to colonialism.
And hg=minced no words about his hat-
red of:23Therica's arrogant racial intran-
sigenclI=In his last lectures at Oxford
before =i retirement from public forum.
he laairticular emphasis on interna-
tional:peace and freedom as indispen-
sabl Itrworld stability, sanity and se-
curity.....
Fiarn Aristotle, Plato to Hegel and
MOP
WAWA.
Santayana, philosophers have found it
more conducive to their peace of minds
to withdraw into an ivory tower rather
than grapple with the cold realities of
the workaday world. Russell was the
first philosopher to cast aside academic
pretentions and metaphysical contem-
plations and plunge body and soul into
the turbulence of the social stream that
threatens to wipe out mankind as a
whole.
He exhibited that penchant as early
as 1936, when as a visiting professor at
the University of Chicago, he took time
out to debate C. R. L. James, a brilliant
black Englishman, noted for his social-
istic views and identity. The question
at issue, then, was: "The Place of the
Black Man in Modern White Society."
Russell was against separatism as a so-
lution to the Negro question. James be-
lieved that the black and white races,
especially in America could live ami-
cably though compartmentalized.
The emergence of the Black Power
thesis , has re-enforced James' position.
With him, dualism was the inevitable
consequence of three hundred years of
white supremacy. Russell argued that
mixing of the races was the only last-
ing solution of this problem. He went to
his grave without ever veering f r om
that position.
Agnew's School Commission
Vi President Agnew said that het
will be chairman of a Cabinet-level com-
mission that will work to carry out "in
the least disruptive way" the Supreme
Court . iii•der to desegregate Southern
schools at once. Agnew, observing that
"it is not always easy to decide what
is compliiince" with the high court's de-
cision,- described the commission as a
"council to reach accord through d i s-
cussion and dialogue." He added:
"Tliir.is a top level group to attempt
to bring the restoration of quality educa-
tion to those districts who feel that in
the construction previously given to the
decisions of the court that they suffered
o some extent.-
Haggling with the meaning of the
word "compliance" seems to be an in-
auspicious way to start implementing
the court's order. It appears that the
commission's high strategy will be to
find ways of temporising with tho s e
Southern school districts that refuse to
comply with the law.
Despite its high sounding name, the
Cabinet-level commission will not be
vested with extra-legal power to super-
sede the mandate of the court. It is un-
der moral compulsion to help the South
meet its obligations to the nation's high-
est tribunal.
Discredited Proceedings
Judge Julius J. Hoffman's uncere-
monious refusal to allow the Rev. Ralph
D. Abernathy, head of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, to tes-
tify before the jury in the trial of the
"Chicago Seven," shows the extra le-
gal means a court can undertake to en-
force its power. Where that power lies
in a grey zone of constitutional preroga-
tives, the court assumes the right to go
beyoncLibe limits of its prescriptive tra-
dition.'
The ruling abruptly ended the de-
fense's testimony. Abernathy was kept
out of the witness stand after an As-
sistant U. S. Attorney held that "nothing
he coukt say would be relevant."
This was the same reasoning that
kept ligisey Clark, the former United
States Attorney General, from testifying
before the jury. The inference is cry-
stal clear that nothing will be consider-
ed admissible that would interfere with
the Justice Department's intent te prove
a conspiracy to incite riot during the
1968 Democratic Convention.
Both the prosecution and the presid-
ing judge have joined in a conspiracy
to obigt justice. They are doing it
In hipptigtome like fashion that dis-
graces Chicago and makes a mockery
of the law. Clark and Abernathy offered
evidence that appeared not only admis-
sible but crucial.
William Kunstler, one of the defense
attorneys read a letter from Dr. Aber-
nathy saying that his experience in the
court had shaken his faith in justice in
America. Judge Hoffman refused to
let the letter be read to the jury. Clark
and Abernathy presented no threat to
dignity or decorum and they were ob-
viously prepared to offer highly signifi-
cant testimony.
The refusal of the government and
the court to let them be heard by the
jury denies due process of law to the
defense, discredits the proceedings even
more deeply than before, a n d evokes
=pleasant images of political tr i al s
which, in the past, tended to erode the
very foundation of American democra-
cy. It seems almost assured that the
record of irreversible errors will be sub-
jected to stern appellate review. In-
deed, viewed from standard judicial ex-
ercise, the proceedings in Judge Hoff-
man's court and the Judge's own con-
duft place a large question mark as to
the validity of this jury trial. It is 'a
travesty that will smear Chicago's repu-
tation for a long time g not forever.
EME
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MY VIEW
Four Southern Governors
By Benjamin E. Mays
Maddox of Georgia, Bell
of Mississippi, McKeithen
of Louisiana, and Brewer
of Alabama will fail in
their efforts — just as the
20,000 Georgians who sign-
ed the petition to get the,
Supreme Court to change
its decision have already
failed. Segregation is a cat
with nine lives and will be
around for a long time;
nevertheless, the governors
will not change one deci-
sion made by the Supreme
Court, nor any decisions
made by the circuit and
district courts, and they
know this unless they are
more stupid than I
thought. A March on
Washington, wi th hun-
dreds of thousands of peo-
ple, will not do any good.
Segregated schools will
continue in some form for
a long time; however, the
federal judges know that
to make freedom of choice
the law of the land is to
perpetuate segregation in
another form.
Maddox, Kirk, Williams
and others may encourage
defiance of law and advo-
cate it; it will do no good.
The federal courts must be
clear in their intent to
abolish segregated schools,
even though the federal
government will do little
to implement its o w n
courts' decrees.
It would be a terrible
thing if these governors
were Negroes crying out
for defiance of law. We
would hear from various
sources: "Impeach them!";
"have them put in jail!"
No, they are not only gov-
ernors, they are white gov-
ernors and nothing will be
done if they defy the
courts, just as nothing was
done with Faubus of Ark-
ansas and Barnett of Mis-
sissippi when they defied
federal law.
The governors will fail,
but they will be hailed as
great men by the histor-
ians and fhe people of their
states. They will be known
as men who had the cour-
age to stand up against
the United States Govern-
ment.
These governors are also
making political capital of
Detroitets Mourn
Dr. Burton's Loss,
A True .Pioneer
4i0ly LOUIS MARTIN
From Detralt word has come that 77-year-old Dr.
DeWitt Thomas Burton, the patriarch of the public
spirited blacks' of the 'MotorxCity, is dead.
The city officials, the civil rights leaders, edu-
cators, businessmen, labor officials, and his colleagues
in the field of medicine and the general
public are mourning his loss and join-
ing in final tributes.
Dr. Rinton served on the Board of
Governors of Wayne State University
and .his naxne was embossed on the let-
terheads of almost all the organizations
and institutions that sought to make
his town a better place for Negroes, and
others, to live.
Such indices of his activity, how-
ever, do not tell the whole story. In-
deed, no recital of his constructive
works, which spanned decades, could give the full
measure of his unique personality.
MARTIN
Dr. Burton, whom many called "D.T.," was the
community catalyst and counselor for social change.
The good_ causes seem to seek him out. It was in
character that he should call and chair the meeting
of citizens that launched Richard Austin on his great
campaign for Mayor of Detroit. In politics, in civil
-- rights and in every field that -offered blacks some
promise of progress, Dr. Burton relished total involve-
ment.
t h e situation in their
states. They love the pub-
licity they are getting.
They are making head-
lines; and there is nothing
a politician likes better
than publicity. They go on
the maxim "even bad pub-
licity is better than no pub-
licity at all."
It is too bad that they
can quote President Nixon
'as somewhat aiding and
abetting what they are do-
ing. They quote Nixon's
campaign utterances when
they can say: "We support
the commitment given by
President Nixon in the
presidential campaign of
1968 to the principle of
freedom of choice and
maintaining neighborhood
schools." They know fur-
ther that in their defiance
they have the sympathy of
President Nixon. It was
he who wanted Mississippi
to have more time to de-
‘segregate after 15 long
years of doing nothing to
desegregate the schools.
The four governors have
the sympathy and under-
standing of millions of
white people. People who
flee to suburbia to get
away from schools where
Negroes attend in large
numbers a r e supporting
these governors—the gov-
ernors of Alabama, Louisi-
ana, Mississippi, and Geor-
gia.
A Point Of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
Most peoplei,vho live in cities1
in the United States today are
afraid, just plain scared.
They are afraid for their;
physical safety. For the se-
curity of t heir families, for
their property and for their
very lives.
American cities today are
so frightful that many people
want to leave the cities and
find some safer place. They
want an environment where one
will not be afraid to be on
the streets day or night. They
want less noise, less traffic
congestion, less excitement
and less speed and haste.
They want more neighborli-
.4aess ...ilia% will enable people
to get to know each other and
be friends. There are toe many
tensions in today's cities. This
results in alcoholism, dope ad-
diction, family disruption. Teen-
age delinquency . . .frustra-
tions, violence, and crime.
Not the least of the tensions
in America's major cities is
that of race. In a recent issue
of Senior Scholastic Magazine,
the observation was made and
quoted here:
One of the things people are
afraid of in the cities is each
other. A lack of corn munica-
floc between blacks a n d
whites is clearly a factor which
increases tension in all major
U.S. cities. Whites move out of
the center of the city, and it
becomes increasingly black.
Yet, many of the blacks who
have moved to the cities come
from rural regions, lacking the
education and training neces-
sary to crack the increasingly
specialized urban job market
. . .and so problems multiply.
"Around the country many
whites feel the city is doing too
much to solve the blacks' prob-
lems and ignoring theirs.
It has become fashionable in some quarters to
denounce the black professional men as middle class
reactionaries and to dismiss them with contempt as
the "black bourgeoise." It goes without saying that
some of the professionals deserve this abuse.
There is a new spirit among these Negro pro"-
fessionals today, however, and evidence is piling up
that their social values are undergoing great changes.
Some of the credit for the more progressive attitudes
of middle class blacks must go to men like Dr. Bur-
ton.
He recognized long ago that the battle of this
century is the battle of the color line, not solely
the class line. He understood how white racism ulti-
mately penalizes all Negroes in American society
without exceptions. He knew that there is no group
or class of Negroes who might
as "honorary white men."
somehow be regarded
• Evidence of the new spirit among black profes-
Jerome Cavanaugh, former
mayor of Detroit, Michigan, one
of the cities hardest hit by
riots in 1967, is quoted as having
said, "I think that the con-
ditions that sparked the riots
of 1967 in the main still exist
all over this country. The cities
of America are tinderboxes,
and that is understating the
case. Underneath it all is the
problem of Black America ver-
sus White America. I think un-
desgirding much of the discon-
tent, whether it be in the sub-
urbs or the central city is the
alienation between blacks and
Blacks are angry and resentful whites in this country. -think
about conditions in the ghetto,
which haven't improved much
despite the civil rights legis-
lation, and a much-bully-booed
"War on Poverty". Perhaps is
some matters . . .erimo sad
narcotics . . .their lot has got-
ten worse. Five summers of ur-
ban riots showed how deep that
anger lies. In recent years,
some of the mire militant
"Black Power" advocates have
I spurned the idea of integration
with whites altogether, saying
i
that integration is "window 
dressing" and connot improve
the lot of black people."
•
we are going to see a con-
tinued polarization.
Unquote: The words of the
former mayor and the slant of
the magazine article bring
down front a situation that too
many Americans are trying to
Ignore. Perhaps a fitting cli-
max to the lesson to be de.
rived from the observance of
National Brotherhood Week
should be for Americans to re-
solve to do something positive
and progressive to overcome
the fears which stalk our cit-
ies' streets . . .and pervades
the minds if meat
sionals was given last Week in Chicago as Negro doc-
tors organized a medical task force, chartered two
airplanes and flew to Cairo, Ill. to offer free health
service to the beleagured black citizenry. Dr. Leonidas
Berry and his colleagues brought together a team of
38 professionals who gave their time and money to
help their brothers in distress.
Note might be taken too of the professional ath-
letes under the leadership of Jim Brown who recently
launched a project to help the impoverished blacks of
Holly Springs, Miss.
The fraternities and sororities which once seemed
principally designed to divert the minds of Negroes
from the realities of ghetto life have also bowed to
the winds of change. Many of them are financing and
working on projects which range from scholarship
grants to health clinics in the South and North.
The new mood can be seen too in our readiness to
pay tribute to those individuals who are doing out-
standing community work. Harlem is turning out
April 22 to pay tribute to Dr. Arthur C. Logan, v4o
like Dr. Burton in Detroit, has been a dynamic force
for community improvement for many decades. Hejs
credited with sparking the development of the nliw
Manhattanville Health Park.
.6.
Recently Chicagoans paid a similar tribute-:to
Dr. T.K. Lawless whose philanthropy to Negro col-
leges and pioneering in housing and commercial de-
velopmenta have too long gone unrecognized.
The new spirit among black professionals wjio
"have it made" is bound to grow. The black yoqth
in the colleges of the country have no illusions abOnt
the so-called establishment. They have discovered at
an early age that the democratic pretensions of iur
society are given lip service but are matched by very
little performance. They are deterinined to call the
bluff of the leadership, to tell it like it is and to
sacrifice for the needed social changes.
The tradition of community service ant-pmt.'s' a-
sive social action which has been established by men
like Dr. Burton is important for the future. His legacy
will be found in the achievements of those he did so
much to help. It is fitting that we salute this pioneer
and recommend his point of view, his philosophy, to
those who must walk in his footsteps.
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AN ANSWER IN THE STARS — "The Age of Aquar-
ius--What does it mean: From left Mesdames Barbara
Atkins, Helen Cooke and Joan Johnson pose this question
to Acquarians Sarah Chandler and Pearl Gordon who ap-
pear to be equipped with the answer.
Navy Troubleshooter
On Fourth Viet Tour
VIEVTNAM — You mi:r1r, cal way tu the admiral I: neces-
him a trouble-shooter, a chap- sary. However, this is very set-
lain or a friend, but Chief :Ain- • dont done.''
tiesman James W. Hit ii of Ox- The problems encottLterel by ,
rind, Calif., is all of these as }faith, son of Mrs. Au.11 Ilaiti
the assistant Senior Enlisted of 4% Fulton St., 1.1urlington,!
Adviser at the U. S Naval N. C., are varied, 'm'. theIT is;
Support Activity (NSA here. one problem that is often the •
Haith assists more than 9.000 cause of others.
enlisted men attached to NSA 'Nine of ten men who come
with their problems. te see us feel that they have
"It's a 24-hour-a-day job," no cue to talk to about their
Haith stated. "It's nothing un- prob'ems, Haith commented,1
usual to be awakened in the "And that can sometimes lead!
middle of the night to help to .1 misunderstandiog thel
someone. And I'm mon! than division where they work."
happy to do what I can at any The number of non adv:sed i
hour. by the senior enusted adviscri
'I try to solve the mat:'s and his assistant is over% heint-'
problem as soon as possible ing.
and in the most effic'ert way. "I'd say that on a monthly
I try to settle any troubles average we assist, about five
that arise on the lowest level percen of the men at NSA,I
possible, but I can gi all the which doesn't sound like much,'1
Haith noted, "but that turnsi
omuetnto, be between 450 and 500Black History 
Serving the men stationed in
Danang is only part of the job.
The senior enlisted adviser
TO DANCE AT L•0 — Here is one of the exoitk members
of the world-famous Phakavali Dancers of Thailand
scheduled to pergorm on stage of Burce Hall at LeMoyne•
Owen College this Friday night, Feb. 27. Starting time is
it:15, and the public is invited. Tickets will be sold at the
door. Si for adults and 50 cents for students. LeMoyne•
Owen is sponsoring the dance concert in connection with
its centennial celebration.
It's an Old ForesterIs Celebratzd
and Chief Haith tour NSA's
on:lying detachments in he I
By Health Club nCorrhse rnT-ame toiseta I Zrcl)rnoev in( ct eh se of
The Clara Barton Health
Club observed Black History
Week recently when it met at
the Lelia Walker Clubhouse
with hostesses Mrs. Frances
Tharpe, Mrs. Ellen Callian,
Miss Beulah Thompson a n d
Mias Birdie C. Lenoir.
The pictures of a number of
famous blacks in history were
on display, and the president.
Mrs. Ethel Watkins. presided
over the business session
A brief discussion was held
ow the next nurse to benefit
from the club's Scholarship
A highlight of the meeting
was a quiz about black history.
Participating in the game
and enjoying a soul food menu
were Mrs. Watkins, the presi-
dent; Mrs. Bertha P. Ray ,
Mrs. Juanita Turner, Mrs.
MArilees Scott, Mrs. Eliza-
bb Sloan, Mrs. Lucille
Brewer, Mrs. Marie Brooks,
Letha A. Simms and Mrs.
Edith Scott.
Miss B. C. Lenoir is acting
reporter for the club.
get into our offices are given a
way the men who can't casil.  100 
years there's b
chance to communicate with
in the field.
"These trips keep us ex-
tremely busy. We try to alas-
wer all the questions the men
have, however, this isn't ai-
ss possible.
"When we can" answer a
m.-In's questions, we find thc
answers when we return to
Danang, and send him a re-
ply."
This is Chief Haith's fourth
tour in Vietnam. He served two
• previous times in I Corps with
Seabee Battalions and once in
the Mekong Delta region with
a Seabee team.
He believes this is one of
his most rewarding duty as-
signmenta. Hai,h and his wife.
the former Juanita Ventura of
Angules, Panpsny , Republic
of the Phillippines, live in Ox-'
'card. Calif.
kind of day.
every detachment as least once
"We make it a point to ait And in the pastVietnam) every month.
a month," Haith said. 'This
4
AT LAST,
THE NATION
IS GETTING
THE SENSATIONAI AU-BLACK
VARIETY SHOW ACCLAIMED IN NEW YORK,
ONE HOUR OF FABULOUS ENTERTAINMENT
EACH WEEK IN COLOR
WEST STARS:
MAXINE BROWN • JERRY BUTLER
B. B KING • BEN E KING
WU SON PICKETT • 10E TEX • DEE DIE WARWICK
MUSIC DIRECTOR KING CURTIS
CHECK YOUR TV LISTINGS FOR TIME AND DAY
yismilipay YOUR PIM tr ti vronn • iv
a lot of them.
een
•
For 100 years, people who enjoy
the taste of a great Kentucky Bourbon
have turned to Old Forester,
At 86 or 100 proof "'There is nothing better in Oil market:'
"At AA: R?: 7,isi ity...7,arProxuantrAmkgriiu-ici,, Dy-..
MEAL
GUI LDPOST
By CARLOTTA WATSON
MUSING: "No man. ever
yet became great by imita-
tion."
Samuel Johnsen
Counselor
We have not been married
long. We had wonderful plans.
We planned a small home,
' medium furnishings, and take
it easy tor the first few years.
But now, in spite of all our
, planning we seem to be caught
up in a whirl. We are not able
Ito make ends meet, I have
you are out of step if y eu Tad discord. One you have the
home isn't modeled after Mt. courage to arramm your homeVernon. It is the salesman's iiJeaand f thatduty to maks you feel that tolie—gu;•"'will booTair'dra e7;
live graciously, it must be
Chinese modern today and
French Provencial tomorrow.
Living that is informal and
relaxed is more gracious than
any strained imitation. Buy
those things that have real
value for you. Look for things
that are appealing, yet practi-
al. Be yourself, let your home
represent you. A way of livingtaken a job. borrowed from your neighbor orMy husband is moon-light- your mother can't fit into your1 ing, and yet we are not able family. Imitation of other peo.I to have what our friends and pies, ways hold o n 1 y paleineighbors have. And if we did pleasure.
.I wonder if we would have
time to enjoy it. We seem to Believe it or not, the more
come home all puffed out. We imitation,
 in the long run, the
are beginning to get on each more discontent, frustration
NEAR DEATH
HELENA. Mont. — Lewis
and, Clark County Sheriff's De-
puties rushed to meet a west-
bound freight train after re-
ceiving reports that three unin-
vited guests had started a fire
in an empty boxcar to keep
Warm.
The men were gotie and the
fire was out when the train ar-
rived — and the deputies said
it was just as well. One of the
adjoining cars on the train was
loaded with bombs.
others nerves. What can we
do?
Distracted
Dear Distracted:
You do not have the distinc-
tion of being alone in your
problem, So many young
couples do not have the
courage to live their own lives,
l and, or to work within a rea-
sonable proximity of their
means. It seems that the old.
saying, "Be it ever so hum-,
tble, there is no place like
home", has no meaning any I
I more. Distracted, you are not I
compelled to plan your home
I and life as if it is designed to
make the neighbors feel that
' you are better than they. Read
the magazines, the newspa-
pers, yes, listen to the sales-
men, but don't let anything or
any one make you feel that
house, and you will have a
richer satisfaction and inner
peace your values and t h e
neighbors values do not be in-
dentical.
HIDE GRAY HAIR
jet
,
ATM" NOG STORES
SIB BLS
DOUILt ACTION
MOM GUT Salta
PRESSES HAM III
SUCCESS
FOR SALE
You need only 17,500 to 89.500
cash to own your own business'
WILSON ROBERTS
DONUT KASTLE. INC.
Suite 101-G4, 12 Perimeter Park
Atlanta, Georgia 30341
Phone 404;458-0043
/AV
-
B011'S 124.:
Grab This Opoivtunity to
EARN your Own
SPENDING MONEY
Provr,
,
whop Worn
reapetiooso 'Asa Milbe Ii 111e4ses swot.
S.
Clip Out This
Coupon
and
Mail Today
In an Envelope
I.
1.. •
•am,.
51*
,ty
EARt4 $1 to s3
every week
In spare time
and WIN fru Prim—
it me Aro • Iiisr 12 "Misr its; aboseifty
 'Prnnt Nome am, Address llokr-ersomookirod.
Tri-State Defender • 
•124 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tann.
my fast bundle of papal;
Ne,fle
Are You a Say? Age
In Coro of
St's*, end Ne
Doe torn ....
L P. a.
Pit OfIce .. .................... Stale
Zip Code tie. ....
yn ,
LA,
•-
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
Closed All Day Sunday...
Mother's Best sop-rising 2 bag limit,
5 lb. Bag 290
Dinty Moore 3 limit
BEEF STEW 41.34n". 49*
Hunt's
CATSUP big 26 or: btle. 290
Del Monte Orange, Grape or Punch
4 total limit
DRINK 46 oz. can 220
Fred Montesi Grade A large
EGGS Doz.,530
Shredd's Captain Kidd's
PEANUT BUTTER
3 lb. Jar
1.09
Sacramento Halves or Slices
PEACHES 29 oz. can
4 total limit
240
Pert
NAPKINS
180 ct.
250
Hormel
BEEF TAMALES
15 or.
29
Kelly's
LUNCHEON MEAT
12 oz.
490
Kraft
MAYONNAISE qt 159*
C&W
PICKLES
Whole•Oill
22oz. 390
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH-1232 E SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAYEN1
EAST--5014 POPLAR Al NqN0ENHAlLI
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
Heavy
Beef
Roast
center cut chuck
per lb. 810
GRADE A (3 limit)
Fryers
4 legged per lb. 330
Whole Per LB. 27,
SOUTHERN BELLE
Smoked
Ham
! butt portion lb. 7340
shank portion lb.61*
Wilson or Morrell
Frozen
Chitterlings
10 lb. Ailh &ma Amide&
pail ,41104114.11.6
Duncan Hines Fudge 23 oz
BROWNIE MIX 490
Del Monte Light
TUNA
-Chunk-._
6I/2 oz. 290
Land'O Lakes
BUTTER lb. qtrs.
 79$
VIENNA Kelly's 4.oz.
SAUSAGE 2 390
Griffin Waffle
SYRUP 24 oz 390
Glory
RUG CLEANER
24. oz. 1.49
(label-giant size)
DETERGENT
FRED MONTESI 41oz.
lotorgortts •
Ajax Fred Montesi 47 oz. it
Gain 
Feb 49 oz. 
194 Dash— 50 oz. 151 .•
xr;t1, 6xupon and s.eo protclt•se ••ci-oftng.'
.. velure of couorso rnorclo•nfiffoo ( Nosh pr..elaets
and tobacco also excluded in crentplixr..*:• •s;th sate
: I•or), rentapoin roop.mo noon ilogInos4ov March 4th •
Antt frusta prral.•6411 sit Inelutilei in caveat..
elernatien ONE ,:ourop. PER FAMILY PER VIEEK.:*
FRED ORONTES' Country Style
Pure Pork
SAUSAGE
Fresh Ground
HAMBURGER'
31b. pkg. or Frier 570
2 lb. bog
911* Short Rib
bei
of Beet
chic. per lb. 49$
per !h. 29
i.r•rito
•-•••01111
•••••••
corpstme• ter PAM
• •••••••••••••••••••••••-•
ildliellUPIDAY. MAWR 22
( ROLM °nip
4111•100.
4 Crested, Ski* and Directed by Donn Arden ORLD FAMOUS ICE SPECTACULAR
sr. SILVER ANNIVERSARY
awn.
ono.
UMW-
-=
ORDER BY MAIL- THE EASY WAY
Prices 54.50-54.00-53.50-53.00-52.50
ed is check money Order in the amount of for
11111E tlitt•tt at each, and/or Junior tickets $ 
11111M/M performance checked.
ANIMIN11.
chock payable to HOLIDAY ON ICE and mall with stamped.
envelope to HOLIDAY ON ICE, Mid-South Coils-
ereeerMemphis, T•tm. 38104
PLEASE CHECK PERFORMANCE DESIRED
°TUES. MAR. 17- 7:30 P.M.
OWED. MAR. 1111- 7:30 P.M.
0 THU RS. MAR. 19 • 7:30 P.M.
0 FRI. MAR. 20- 1:00 P.M.
NAME 
STREET
CITY
0 SAT.
0 SAT.
0 SUN.
0 SUN.
MAR. 21 • 2.30 P.M.
MAR. 21 • 800 P.M.
MAR. 22 • 1:00 P.M.
MAR. 22 • 430 P.M.
JUNIORS Under 16-Half Price Sat. at 2:30 p.m.
STATE
PHONE
ZIP
For Reservations Phone 901 - 274-7400
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
vuttialas
Buy U. S. Savings Bonds
A.14' le 4 $
DEF'EN DER SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28, .1970
the world of women
Society
Merry
Go-round
-From river to river. Up-
town a nd down. There's
liable to be confusion When
a dream g e. t s kicked
around". Langston Hughes
Wedding Notes . . .Astrid
Sengstacke Lindsey and Tonnie
Jones have pledged their troth
in New York City where they
are making their home while
pursuing their destinies in the
field of esthetics ...Astrid fol-
lowing the family tradition with
the printers' ink in her veins
writing and Tonnie in sculp-I
Vying for the title of "Miss
Co-Ette" are Gail Gosett, Par-
is Brown, and Rosalya Wright.'
The one raising t he highest 1
amount of money for the pro-,
ture. Astrid is the daughter of ject will be crowned by thel
Malik and Whittier Sengstacke
and her mate hails from Palo
Alto, California. Tonnie's sculp-
ture has been on display at the
Brooklyn Museum of Arts and
was reviewed by John (ana-
dy, critic for the New York'
Times who said, "Mr. Jones
blackness survives his cultiva-
tion of more studied form." Ton
nie is a member of the New
Black Artists.
Pretty Astrid with the spark-
ling and snappy black eyes,
ERMA LEE LAWS
BY Mon Claire
14 North Main (downstairs) 527-3619
4TH
100%Dynel
SALE
Wash &Wear Wig 
595
100% HUMAN HAIR
dir 
Shortie Wig 10.95
Hand Made Wig 
 34.95
Long Fall 24 95
Hand Made StretclaWig 29 95
BANK AMERICARD LAY—A—WAY MASTER CHARGE
Expert Styling 350
present "Mis s Co-Ette", Ethel
Marie Sengstacke.
The Co-Ettes are also buying
a musical instrument for a
junior high school student. This
is their Bar-Kay Memorial
Scholarship in memory of the
three young Bar-Kays who died
in the plane crash with Otis
Redding.
Other members of the youth-
ful coterie are Wendy Corky,
prexy; Charlotte Bynum, Bren-
da Batts, Felecia Moss, Willa
Mathews, Louietta Brandon,
Othella Marie Sawyer, Cecel-
ia Payne, Wanda Weathers,
Rhonda Steinberg, Michelle
Peacock, Sandra Peace, Janice
Walker, Theresa Shackelford
and Marva Gossett.
Members of the Ruyaiyats,
Inc., are positively "preening"
with the sweet smell of suc-
cess brought to them by their
"Exploration in Fashions",
staged in the East Mezzanine
of The Auditorium. Styles ran
the gamut . . ."Ruff Stuff"
"Elegant Look" and "Mod
Dandies"
Svelte Dot (Mrs. Walter)
'Evans, one of our town's bestl
dressed gals, narrated the show'
and was plenty competition to
the models!
The "exploring" theme wasj
also carried out in the music
with Howard cross doing a I
thought provoking. "What The;
World Needs Now" and Caro-
lyn Henry with "Up, Up, and
Away", and "Age of Aquarius".
Rubaiyats happy that the tills
will again provide transporta-
tion for blind adult to the
Adult Basic Education classes
at Georgia Avenue are Peggy
(Mrs. Harper) Brewer, presi-
dent; Lorene (Mrs. Isom) Bu-
ford, Ann (Mrs. A. C.) Curtis,
Lavonia (Mrs. Clifford) Deber-
,ry, Clara (Mrs. Sylvester)
Ford. Helen Green, Carolyn
(Mrs. Alvin) King, Mattie
(Mrs. Louis) Little, Norman
Mimms, Clara Parker, Bettye
, (Mrs. Elbert) Payne, Emma
( Mrs. Commodore) Primons,
Hazel (Mrs. Ned) SIMS, Mary
Rhodes, Lois (Mrs. Clifford)
Stockton, Jewel (Mrs. Issac)
Walker, Doris Walls, Gloria
(Mrs. William) Ward. and
Maxine (Mrs. Turner Wil-
nas been stut.ying and working
at New York University.,
On The Distaff Side . . .Those
teenage bundles of vim, energy
and concern . . .the Memphis
Co-Ettes have promised An
Evening of Sparkling Enchant-
ment" when they swing into
their twelfth annual charity
hams.
The Gremlins wrought confi-
sion on our column last week
and just because we have so I
many worthwhile groups of
femmes two of them just
somehow got mixed uo. So
sorry!
March 27, is the date the
ball Saturday March 7, in J.U.G.S., Inc., Memphis Chap-
the Camelot Room of the Riv-1 ter is asking you to circle on
ermont for the benefit of thei your calendar and zoom with
United Negro College Fund, them into "The Age of Aquari-
their annual project. us," Proceeds are to benfit the
recreational project out at Good
will Homes for Children.
It's Ana (Mrs. O'Ferrell) Nel-
son's year as president and oth-
er J.U.G.'s are Helen (Mrs.
Longino) Cooke, Marie Brad-
ford, Sarah (Mrs. Horace)
Chandler, Delores (Mrs. Har-
old) Lewis, Dot (Mrs. Walter)i
Evans, Barbara (Mrs. Joseph)!
Atkins. Josephine (Mrs. Ander- 1
son) Bridges. Nedra (Mrs.
James) Smith, Gerri (Mrs. Bill
Little. Norma (Mrs. Leon) Grit-
n, Pearl (Mrs. John) Gordon,
Joan (Mrs. Johnny) Johnson
and Hester (Mrs. A. D. Miller.
The Les Femme Bridge
club gathered at the home of
its president, Lillian (Mrs.
Floyd) Newman on Castalia
and were lavished with her
gracious hospitality.
Garnering prizes for their
performances at the game are
Mrs. Josie Flowers, a set of
hand painted salad bowls; Mrs.
Ezzelle Parks, a colorful linen
set: and Mrs. Minnie Woods,
a towel ensemble.
Partaking of the warm hos-
pitality were Mrs. Margaret
Dobbins, Mrs. Mary Bradley,
Mrs. Josie Flowers, Mrs. Eura-
Ha Fletcher, Mrs. Cora Smith
and Mrs. Lillie Lee Threats.
Edmond Greene's talk to
the Park Manor Garden Club'
ranged from landscaping to the
proper use of insecticide when
Rubye Gadison, prexy of the
group feted them recently. The
coterie has launched a beauti-
fication project in the LaRose
school area which should prove
very rewarding to the neigh-
borhood as well as to the club
members.
New members attendin gthe
meeting were Arphelia (Mrs.'
James S.) Byas and Elsie) Mrs.
Charles H. Sr. Mason, who is I
now a honorary member.
Dot (Mrs. Joseph) West-
brooks was elated over thei
brandy snifter awarded her asi
a door prize. Other members
rapt in their attention to the
speaker and very pleased with
the date books and minature
garden forks were Lillain (Mrs.
Timothy) Carr. Leath (Mrs.
Peter) Jones, Josie (Mrs. Wal-
ter) Flowers, Lola (Mrs. Isom)
Wilson, Iris (Mrs. Marion)
Harris, Rita (Mrs. John) Olive
and Ida Mae (Mrs. H. T.) Lock-
ard.
Baby Talk . . .Mae and Ed-
win "Skeets" Sanders are the
proud parents of their first
sewn • mime arm. • seeddausd asall
 C S
faohlon specialists lo aim to 40 god 161/2 te 32%
FINAL CLOSE OUTS
SALE
THRU SATURDAY ONLY ...
entire stock Fall and Winter
Dresses
Sportswear
Coats • Robes
specially sized
18 to 52 an& 1634 to 32*
orig. 12.00 to 115.003004500
DOWNTOWN
64 SOUTH MAIN ONLY •••
J IMMUNTOMIN • 114 SO. MAIN • 11744311)
'MOM AWL • IM UNION • 274-211411
WIttriunviN • seuwnsLamo MALL. • 3911-41“4
STOUT SHOPPE
born . . .a son . . . Edwin San-
ders, III, Maternal grandmoth-
er, Orpbelia (Mrs. James S.
Byas was up up and away to
Connecticut when told the good
news by the Wesleyan stu-
dents. Dr. Ryas is nassinr4 out
cigars proud of his first grand-
child.
So On And So Forth . .
guess a little ,lagiarisin" is
alright so long as you keep it in
the family . .anyway we
thought you'd be interested in
this and we're taking it from
Doris Saunders' column in
our •Dareat" paper, the Oka-
go Daily Defender, "What
Shall I Tell My Children . . .
Maragret Burrought has re-
corded the peom which she first
wrote many years ago in re-
sponse to the question raised
by Negro Digest Editors on
Wh-t Shall 1 .11 ray chil-
dren about race?". Th mnm
answers the many questions
which parents, teachers and
people dealing with the young
must be prepared to answer in
these times of tribulation. The
verses have been set to music
by Nate Vincent and are avail-
able on a 1. inch, 3313 lp.
Sales will benefit the Museum
Building and renovation fund
of the DuSable Museum of
African American History at
3806 S. Michigan Avenue. Mrs.
Burroughs, teacher, author
poet and artist is the founder
of the museum."
Mrs. Burrough's is a friend
to Mattie (Mrs. Whittier)
We would also recommend
some fantastically beautifully
pictures o f Black Americans
called Afro American Graph-
ics and are available at the
Portal Publications, Lt., 777
Bridgeway, Sausalito, Cali-
forums. Each Picture is a .itory
within itself. The Martin Uglier
King, Jr., picture has his last
march which was in Memphis
with the "I AM A Man" signs
that were carried during thr
Sanitation Strike: a picture of
the Nobel Peace i'rize. and a
picture of President Johnson
giving Dr. King. one of the pens
he used to sign the Civl Rights
Bill, plus a biography.
Bo by St. Thomas Caeolic
Church and ask Fr. Jinr to
show them to you. Just bnow
you'll love thernSU '
William 0. Walker, sjitor
and publisher of the Cleveland
Call-Post will be honorecrat a
testimonial dinner, Sunday,
March 15, in the Grand Ball-
room of the Cleveland Shera-
ton Hotel. The event conincides
with the National Newspaper
Publishers Association annual
observance of Negro Press
Week and will mark Mr.. Walk-
er's completien of fifty %years
in journalism.
Syndicated Columnist Carl
Rowan will be the guest speak-
er. TSD boss Whittier Seng-
stacke is a member of the com-
mittee which nominated Mr.
Walker for the honor.
Jesse DeVore, president of
Sales Promotion for Voices,
Inc., was in town Vother week
:as guest of Washington Butler,
idirector of NA a r on Poverty
' Committee.
Voices, Inc., is fantastic!
Call Washington for more info.
, Eddie N. Williams. former
' Tri-State Defender staff writer
is vice president for public af-
fairs at the ('enter for Policy
Study of the University of Chi-
cago where Whittier Sengstacke
Jr.. is one of the two black
journalists enrolled in the pro-
gram.
IN SHAPE -- IN STYLE
lloYd Haynes, star 01 television's popular series, "Mom
222", looks as good as he feels while jogging in a well-
tailored turtle-necked sweater-shirt of Creslan acrylic ft
ber. For a change of scene, Lloyd finds the putting green
at Los Angeles' Ambassador Hotel an excellent jogginggroun.°
LATEST U.S. GOVERNMENT
FIGURES SHOW..
PALL MIVIA011s
lowerin"tar"
than the
best -selling
filter king.
LONGER ...YET MILDER
pOx
'Ter'
Kl.fittdi NW MO's I9mg.—kst-selling filter king 2114.
ENTIRE PAPER—POOR PRINT (it COPY
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ON FIVE-PART SERIES — Charles Settle
relaxes while his youngsters, Kimberly and
Kyle, stare intently at TV camerman film•
leg in the Settle's Washington, DC, home.
(14 heavy smoker since the age of lii, Mr.
DEFEN DEA •
Settle is featured along with his family in
NET's five-part series "Why You Smoke—
A Self-'l'est." It will be seen in Memphis
on ('hminel 10, March 1-5, beginning at
9:30
NET's Black Journal
Resumes Telecasting
NET's Black Journal Work
shop, suspended . since last
September for lack of money,!
resumed classe s last week!
(Feb.) 16) thanks to a 520,000'
grant from the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.
Established in July 1968 as
an eight-week crash course for:
prospective film makers from 1
minority groups. the Workshopl
hag graduated sixteen students.
at least a dozen of whom--ore'
now working at professional]
filth jobs with skills acquired'
in the Workshop.
Founded in conjunction with
NET's monthly "Blak Journ-
al" series, which went on the
sir in June of 1968, the Work-
.shop was staffed by volunteers
from the "Black Journal" pro-
duction staff, and from the
ranks of other professional
broadcasters and filmmakers.:
The training program was
funded through its spring and
summe r, 1969. sessions by
grants of $7,500 and $5,000 from
the New Yolit Foundation. The;
Workshop classes met f o u r,
evenings a k and still h
tography, film editing, sound,'
recording, and cinematography!
were taught.:
'Ittrector of the training pro-
gm is Mrs. Peggy Pinn, who
is=ilso an associate producer!
or "Black Journal." Mrs. Pinn
says that the new CPB grant
wall enable her to expand the
case at three semesters —
dg which students will pro-
grama from a beginners;
tgh an intermediate, to an
attirrnced ('lass. At all times
Osaso'. will be two classes run-
nint concurrently, each class
ntgeting two nights a week for
MAHALIA'S
COUPONS
L3J
VAHALIA JACKSON
IMP ..... 1116
I CHICKEN SPECIAL I
30` Off on si's I
I Dinner I1 691 So. Parkway E.
I Iileile So. ad • 293 E. McLemore a
I _ 348 Vance Ave. at 4th •
leood Fri. Feb. 27. Sat., Feb. 281
)un.. Feb.29 WITH COUPON l , e
- 1.1'.'IT 2 TO CUSTOMER g
MN MI MB =I MB in MB NIS Mirir MANAMA JACKSON
SHRIMP SPECIAL I
I 30` Off on sl" i
I Dinner i
•
2405 So. Bellevue
1 963 McLemore
1 348 Vane* Ave. at 4th
• Gond Fri.. Feb. 27, Sat., Feb. 1141:
II Sun., Feb.29 WITH COUPON- 3
g
-
LIMIT 2T0 CUSTOMER 4
M =rale MI UM UM MI MB MI
I MANALIA JACKSON I
I DONUT SHOP I
I 1 Dos. I
I Regular Price I
I 2nd Do:. I
I 1/2 Price I
I 348 Vance Ave. at 4th I
263 E. McLe more
'Good Fn., Feb.27. Sat., Feb. 281
'Sun., Feb.29 v‘ITHCOUPON—•
In LIMIT 2 TO CUSTOMERNINO MI SW =I MI MI SWMAHALIA'S CLEANER
900 off
CS CO Cl•••sail Ovoreiro.•
at &II Nebel. Meows
340 Vance 8891, Porter I
1129 Bellevue
1143 No, 7th 2453 Park Ave.
655 Mtssissippi Blvd.
!Good Fri.,Feb 27. Sat.. Feb. 251
•Sun Feb. 29 WITH COUPONS
ammo mem me me ea am a
12 weeks.
Among the graduates whose
careers have been changed by
the NET Workshop is Jim Mor-
ris, 27. He read about the train :
ing prograam in newspaper,!
applied for admission, graduat-
ed, and is now a film editor'
with Columbia Pictures
Los Angeles.
Morris' first job at Columbia
was on "Watermelon Man." a
film by the black director Mel-
vin Van Peebles, which is
about to be released Cuurrent-
ly he is working on Stanley
Kramer's "RPM." is consider-
ing an offer to be head editor!
for an independent producer,1
and is completing his own dra-
matic film.
The NET Workshop has been
instrumental in opening new
avenues for the placement ofl
minority group people. The
first such case is Willis Perry.1
31, the first graduate to join!
the cameraman's Local 644 of'
the Internatoonal Alliance ofl,
Theatrical & Stage Employees
IIATSE). Now assistant camer-1
man at WNBC-TV News, New
York, Perry says the school
was a "great experience."
Samuel B. Holmes, 24, was
a production assistant in the
-•••••
N.)
film department of the Nation- ,
al Foundation, studying theory!
of cinematography three nights!
a week at New York Univer-
sity and getting practical train-
ing at NET the other two.
Since graduating from the
workshop he has .served as as-
sistant cameraman, camera-
man, sound map, and editor on
more than a dozen films. in-
cluding several for -Black
Journal.-
Vernon L. West, 32, was
C overing the Ocean Hill-
Brownsville controversy as an
observer for the New York
City Commission on Human
Rights, when he met NET's
"Black Journal- film crew.,
He enrolled in the t rainingj
progrram, graduated and is now
associate producer of "Like:
It Is" at WABC-TV. New York.,
Carlos Patrick, 26, had been
in book production. Since grad-
uating from the Workshop he
has served as a?sistant
cameraman on several "Black
Journal" productions. He found
the course "extremely valua-
ble."
Norbert Lopez, 29, a still
photographer, produced three,
films while he was enrolled in ,
the NET training project. He
has subsequently served as as-
sistant cameraman not only.
with "Black Journal" but alsol
with NET's Special Projects:
Unit.
-Black Journal- is seen each
month in the Mid-South area
o‘er Channel 10, WKNO-TV
Memphis.
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Hampton 9
Has 27 Tilts
HAMPTON, Va. — Hamp-
ton Institute begins the 1970
baseball season with a jouln, ,
to Winston-Salem State Teach
era College, Winston Sakm
N.C., March it
Bobby C. Martin, head base
ball coach for the Pirates.
announced Hampton will parti-
cipate in 27 games schedule
which includes four double-
headers. This season the Pirates
will seek to better last
year's 10-13 mark. Thirteen
contents are scheduled to be
played on the Pirates home;
field during the 1970 season
which includes games with
eight non
-conference foes.
_
INVITATION FOR BIDS
The Memphis Housing Au-
thority will receive bids for RE-
HABILITATION OF ELECTRI-
CAL SYSTEM, PROJECT NOS.
TENN. 1-4 is 1-4A. MEMPHIS,
TENNESSEE, until 10:00 A.M.,
C.S.T.. on March 6, 1970, at 700
Adams Avenue, Memphis, Ten-
nessee, at which time and Place
all bids will be publicly opened
and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract
documenta, including plans and
specification., are on His at the
office of the Memphis Housing
Authority, at TOO Adams Ave-
nue, Memphis, Tennessee, and at
the office of Ragon & Associ-
ates, Consulting Engineers, 4745
Poplar Avenue, Memphis, Tennes-
see.
Copies of the documents
may be obtained by qualified
contractors by depositing $25.00
with the Memphis Housing Au-
thority for each set of documents
so obtained. This deposit is non-
refundable and return of docu-
ments is not required.
A certified check or bank
draft, payable to the Memphis
Housing Authority, U.S. Govern-
ment bonds, or a satisfactory bid
bond executed by the bidder and
acceptable sureties in an amount
equal to five percent of the bid
shall be submitted with each bid.
The successful bidder wW be .1
required to furnish and pay for
satisfactory performance and pay-
ment bond or bonds.
All bidders shall be licensed
contractors as required by Chap-
ter 135 of Public Acts of 1945 of
the General Assembly of the State
of Tennessee, and all Amend-
ments thereto.
Attention is called to the
fact that not lees than the mini-
mum salaries and wages as set
forth in the Specifications must
be paid on this project, and the
Contractor must insure that em-
ployees and applicants for em-
ployment are not discriminated a-
lpinist because of race, color,
creed, or national origin.
The Memphis Housing Au-
thority reserves the right to re-
ject any or all bids or to waive
any informalities in the bidding.
No bid shall be withdrawn
for a period of thirty (30) days,
subsequent to the opening of bids
without the consent of the Mem-
phis Housing Authority.
MEMPHIS HOUSING
AUTHORITY
' Orono Ledbetter
Secretary
Beasley- (01— Raffinii/ -Pea lei
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The Quality Remains.. .
,Long After The Price h Forgotte
You'll wear Stacy
-Adams Shoes
for years
--knowing they're the
finest you can buy. Fine hand-
craftsmanship . rich styling. .
luxurious leathert, assure
you instant and everlasting
comfort
--plus smart good looks
that'll carry you through many
seasons,
30/60 Day Chirp-
Baikamericard - Masterdom.
• as EN mai sr ow NO am no In EN no um in on no mi I ism me miasma assmimanis.
Beasley
-Jones
-Ragland
99 South Main Stre•r
Memphis Tenn. 38103
,'"f•t)(1 III k 10 1I''% ,)roir r .1 ( I.
Beasle ones-h
firritijal rip
..TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONET ..
AND STILL GET ..
TOP VALUE
STAMPS! -
You can't do as well --
anywhere else!
KROGER
GRADE A
LARGE EGGS
Doz.9'
with our coupon offer
BANQUET
DINNERS
All Varieties except Ham
1 1-oz.
pkg.35'
*Reams
SANDWICi
BREAD =
4 1 -lb. 8-oz. loaves
-.11111.11.•
••••111.1
zw041/0
meaMIIN.
•••••10.111
-••••••••111•
.11•1•11M11
••••.Vage•
er111111M
•••••■•••
6.011••••.
a••••1•011
U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY
Round, Bone-in Swiss or
"Family Pak" Rib
STEAKS
9'
COUNTRY CLUB - ALL BEEF
HAMBURGER
3-1b. pkg.
KROGER'S FRESH
FRYING
CHICKEN
Whole or Cut-Up, Mixed Parts
lb. *I I
FLORIDA
ORANGES
5
-lb bag
49'
VINE-RIPE
TOMATOES
6 for
49'
RED Rota
APPLES
4
-lb. bag
5
PORK LOIN Quarter - Sliced as Mixed Chops lb.  690
Country Style
Sliced Bacon
.Spotlight Bean
Coffee 1-lb. bag 65C
Kroger
Catsup 4 14-oz. bottles 88'
Red
Potatoes 20-lb. bag 99‘
100 EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with thii
coupon and
$.5.00 pert hos*,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
products and In add-
ition to any ether Pur-
chase requirements,
Cood thru Tu..,, Mar 3
TOr limit one tot
COUPON
KROGER
GRADE A
LARGE EGGS
Doz. 9i
with this (0000 and
$5.00 additional DuP.
chaos, excluding tobacco
and fresh or fremain
milk products.
Good thru Tue., Mar 3
Limit one,
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01k awn
BONJS COUPON
FOR VITRA TOP VALUI STAMPS
hp.
Tow 3/3
with 2 pkgs. Kroger Old
SO Fashion Hoop or MildDaisy Cheese
SO
100
SO
50 "A'„;7'ic-ibl'or (Grror7.7 kol`nd'd
SO
50
SO
25
25
25
25
50
with a pkg. of Country
Oven Cookies
with a 2-lb. can Kroger
Vac-Pac Coffee
with 2 loaves Buttercrust
Bread
with 2 pkgs. Fryer Breast
Or Legs
with 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
Center-Cut Pork Chops
with a Rose Rush
with a SA. Bag
Grapefruit
with 2 heads Lettuce
v,ilk[ 39c or more Bananas
with 3-11) hag Potatoes
with Peat Humus or
Sphagnum
F
2
8
9
•
Pail 10
DEFENDER
•••••••
al• •
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ipdiac Sign Provides Theme For JUGS' Ball
"Mon the moon is in the
isaamialt house „kird Jupiter
NOR With Mars, Then
1110403 will guide the Pia-
WOW Aad love will steer
tbe
These lines from the Broad-
way .iiseutical, -Hair," recent-
ly Ilialtred two gregarious
411101ssified
4ection
LON TOR NALP.
.ttnnalieulate condition. Cen-tral Mr 2 bedrooms each
aide. 411111.11. Appraised BM and 932
Porresle•ellettfaer Information call after
5 SALMO9O7. Small Down Payment.
737 ii52) Chelsea, zoned Commer-
cial. uses, one with approved
aaratel Workshop. Use as home and
Jade Weeks 386-1801
-Men Weeks Realty. Inc
29S3AMMER Peay 386.4242
Brick -aosPbex. Bartlett 2 bedrooms
oath oflgor.•616,000. Mae or .Jesse Weeks
381Liarr4 - or 3864242
ATTEnte, INVESTORS. 4 -unit
*Part use at 791 Breedlove. nextdoor tsi, mercial property, all rent-
ed, $66.emeacly. Buy equity and assume$7 massites • note for approximately 8years. wales have some duplexes, corn-
one corner Chelsea and present various businesses andMay atleg-ellete on Ferguson Street inBartles organizations which subscribe
• or Jesse Weeks to the charity ball. The Living348-1 or 5864242
3,0Lqjg Eeel School area. NEAT of the Zodiac.2.BZD110014 ASBESTOS SIDINGHOME...a-extra finished room in garagellarge Nwg room. big separate dining
room. ',TM; modern eat-in Kitchen.
utility INzeriet, gold wall to wall carpet,
storm dents window guards, many
,ofeter clOra.. Call for appointment to
sm.
Mae Soft 386-1807Weeks Realty, IncMa Amain Pea y 3884242 The
Aquarians, Mrs. Sarah Chand-;
ler and Mrs, Pearl Gordon, to
giv e -tongue-in-cheek" expla-
nations of their Zodiac sign
to some of their fellow J.U.G.S•1
members.
They gave their explanations
to skeptics Mrs. Barbara At-
kins, a Scorpio; Mrs. Helen
Cooke, whose sign is Aries,
and Mrs. Joan Johnson, of
Libra, just what the "Age of
Aquarius means.
According to astrologists, the
vernal equinox is moving
westward at about 50 seconds
a year. The world has moved
out of the Zodiac sign of Pis-
ces, and for the next 2,000
years, the world will be in the
Aquarian Age. This age will
be characterized by joy, ac-
complishment, faith and love.
Mesdames Chandler and Gor-
don cite the 1970 J.U.G.S.
"Living Ads" ball as a case
in point.
The joy will be in working
with each other and with the
beautiful high school seniors
who will serve as Living Ads.
They will be costumed to re-
Ads will depict all of the signs
The accomplishment will
come when additional recrea-
tional facilities are provided
for the Goodwill Homes for
Children.
members of JUGS.
Get theBest
CarsFrom the
:ietlIficireDeeler!
- - I
t925 UNION AVE.'PR/
... 
 sHER
 275-1148
O7
3250 SUMMER
324-4444
THAN'S fi
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 IL 178 BALE STREET JA 6-5300
• LEARN TO DRIVE ••
•
• If You Have Any Trouble What se ever
•
• III Getting Driver licenst
Call
•
Tennessee Driving School
•
BR 5-3600
1
share the faith that their many
friends will attend the ball'
on Friday, March 27, at thei
Holiday Inn Rivermont. They
love all of their supporters
who will give them not only
financial assistance, but also
encouragement and their best
wishes.
As fascinating as the subject
is Mesdames Atkins, Cooke
and Johnson insist that no as-
trologist is neteded. Mesdames
Chandler and Gordon concede,
knowing that peace is
highest virtue.
They all predict that the 16th
annual ball will be one of the
most colorful and exciting
events of the year
HAIR CHOWS
Mils That GRAY
TBILasting Way
Is jsk /7 senates .
at Rains . . eves 4-
d faded lair be- •
co younger looking, I
dark and lustrous, radiant
sib highlights. STRAND
Hair Coloring won't rub og
,4. or 'nab out/ Safe with ser-i,
roanests, too Try STitAiD.
)..k-Liat', ONLY 980
I• •> v ,,,,. COMPLETE—P.011*NC. C't..o ..,
` ELSE TO WY
.ii` li• '..., _...., ,ng. ' •
14.`t. ..,•:' ,A,aeSs.'WessilitMis•,
.'' Choice et 5 natural shade
--, ret 111•01-111ack—Dark Broom
,. Medium Brown —LIBM trews.
L Ask for it at yourdrug or cosmetic counter.
Save a bundle!
Lease trucks from ,
CARL CARSON!
Whir"
ig%
CHRISTINE DAVIS
Home Economics
Student Named
'Homemaker'
leMoyne-Owen Alumni
Make National News
Alumni of LeMoyne-Oweni
College figured prominently in
a national conference held re-
cently in Detroit
The occasion was the 24th an-
nual conference of the National
Alumni Council and the annual
meeting of the National Pre-
Alumni Council of the United
Negro College Fund.
Elmer L. Henderson of M,un-
phis, the national president of
LeMoyne-Owen College's Gen-
eral Alumni Association, was
elected a member-at-large of
the NAC executive body and
also was named chairman of
.the constitution revision com-
mittee.
"Sewing, h o me manage-
ment and home management
are the phases I like best in
home economics," says miss
Christine Davis, local winner
from Barret's Chapel High
School in the Betty Crocker
"Homemaker of Tomorrow
Contest."
Miss Davis has been taking
home economics for four years,
and an active member of the
Gracious Ladies . Club, Speech
and Drama Club, Future Mini-
ness Leaders of America, the
English Club, and is currently
in her second term as presi-
dent of the Future Homemak-
ers of America. She also serves
as secretary of the North
Shelby County Sub-Regional
chapter of the FHA.
She is the daughter of Mr.i
and Mrs. James Robert Davis.
After graduation, Miss Davis
plans to in the Womens Army,
_I Corps.
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.
4_
Insr
MERNBUTIII6 CO.
1111MITIS -IMAMS
11A1111 BillS-11Al2
Licensed and Bonded
Call Us before you are
Embarrassed
WE KILL TO Live'
CALL
01. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA7-6033
414.N • --.: ' .'' ..•••(,- '
otrt0
40f° SCC.TC"
Johnnie ‘).1allterIF.3bCt
S.
tree
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The luck of the Sdluotch.
Jon nn ieWal ker Red
So smoot -orlds hest selling. Scotch
A STAR IS BORN?—D i a a
Sands plays Sara Devine, a,
would-be actress who can only
get roles as dead bodies, in
"The Divine Devine," the first
of a two-part episode on NBC.
TV's "Julia," starring Diahaati
Carroll, Tuesday, march 17, in
color.
"HOMEVVdR KERS
WANTED"
Envelope addressers; send self-
addressed: stamped envelope
OVERSEAS JOBS: High Pay!
List of companies hiring $1.00
THE ELLIOT CO. 748
Washington, Miami Beach, Fla.
33139
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH 2
CITY FINANCE
8 CONVENIENTLOCATIONS
.11ERE FOLKS LIKF YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE
 S.
The Alumni and Pre-Alumni
Recognition Dinner Dance was
addressed by a Memphian and
graduate of LeMoyne-Owen,
the Rev. Benjamin L. Hooks.
The speaker, who is dynamic
in every sense of the word, was
given a standing ovation at the
close of his address.
Mrs. Esther Shropshire of
Detroit, also a graduate of Le-
Moyne-Owen, was chairman of
the recognition dinner dance.
Miss Christy Faye Clark, a
senior at LeMoyne-Owen and
the college's Miss UNCF, v.a•
a prominent figure in the Na-
tional Miss UNCF Pageant'
which was a part of the coro-
nation banquet and ball held ad
the Latin Quarter. Glenn Blank-I
enship, also a senior at L-0 and l
coordinator of the Miss UNCF
contest conducted on the Le-1
Moyne-Owen campus, was onei
of the escorts in the pageant.'
Other Memphis alumni of Le-
Moyne-Owen attending the con-
ference were T. R. McI,emore
and Robert M. Ratcliffe, Mr.
McLemore is alumni fund-rais-
ing chairman for the college
and Mr. Ratcliffe is public rela-
tions director and alumni exe-
cutive secretary at LeMoyne-
Owen. He also was the outgoing
third vice president of NAC.
BLACK AND BEAUTIFUL — Cynthia Badie Dashiell has
been named Western Promotion Director of Motown
Record Corporation's independent division which handles
Chisa, VIP and Rare Earth labels. Mrs. Dashiell makes
her headquarter isn San Francisco, California. She also Is
the recording secretary of the Fraternity of Recording
Exercutives (FORE) Jod has been an active member of
the National Association of Television and Radio Announ-
cers (NATRA). (Motown Photo)
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
1066 Ayers $10,950
6 rooms, 1 bath 
1 
r/Asb-25104d.5o0won 
:121 Birch Si,St.
rooms, 1 bath, frame---500 down
884 DOPItUr 8,500
7 rooms, 1 bath, FR/Asb250 downie,
25 YEAR LOAN
735 East Mallory 9,750
rooms, 1 bath, brick-500 down
VA TO MAKE NO REPAIRS
OR UTILITY INSPECTION,950
2139 Kentucky 
10 
IS rooms, 1 bath, Asb- 250 down
2327 Hubbard Avenue $ 9,950
7 rooms. I bath, asbestos Shongle
R
233150 dgovj
ewnstadbud Road 12250
rooms. 1 bath, brick, frame-
251_0,140 dowt‘nn.s, Styx Loans evadabbe
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
BARGAIN BONANill 1-YEAR
SERVICE
MOW tigi
EqE
16 in. 1 Diagonal Picture
7'1\
-
-
at no extra cost! on all
RCA Console Color TV
including parts and labor
within 25 mile radius of
Memphis.
—
RCil
Computep
OPSftee Cobra
Computer Crafted
Color Portable with
pedestal stand
Color ensemble features
computer-designed
picture tube Powerful
21,500-volt (design
average) chassis with
a plug-in audio circuit
module for easy service,
high level performance.
Th•C•lebrityE,S111,thl•
Model E P.•46•
16' dragon& picture
29995
TREE STAND
With This
18" Portable
Big-screen portable
comes complete
with its own
rollabout stand
for room-to-room
mobility.
RADNOR ENSEMPLE
Model AM
-115-EN
1r dui., 172 lg. lI pctstir
129
Th• CAULFIELD
Model GM 521
20 disc, 227 sq. ie.
le_ •
Console
Color TV at
portable cost
1
Lowest
price
ever on this
big console!
119
includes 1-year Service Parts and Labor
Vie Caulfield is your opportunity to
put the luxury of RCA console Color
TV in your home at an easy-to-buy
price. Compact, modern cabinet takes
up very, little floor space, blends with
any modern room decor. Transformer-
powered 25,000
-volt chassis assures
vivid color reception.
BUY'N SAVE NOW AT PRESEASON PRICES!
A4,1.1 Ay: 210 3
Use ACE'S Convenient Pay Plan
Summer
Phone
ACE
SUMMER
Whirlpool
New 1970 Model248
 AirConditioner
" 
• • •
MCI ISICLUNS 
se "iv"
 21,000 BTU!
5 STORES TO SERVE YOU
apphance company
WHITEHAVEN I
3431 4255 Hwy.
51 So.
Phone
5. f. 06.141 ..
FFRAYSER
31 1/1
Thomas
Phone
3 2 4.4406 396-0995 3 5 8-45 8 5
•. R. 0. Kinkle .. • • 1,g. Quells Jr.
LAMAR I POPLAR 1
2574
Lamar
Phone
743-5370
5237
Poplar
Phen•
682-1661
H
OO
d-
H
-
Rd
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